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Section 1: Introduction and Literature Review

1.1 Introduction

"It’s fair to say," wrote Boston Globe columnist Adrian Walker of Michelle Wu, "that

never has one person represented so much change in the mayor’s office, in one fell swoop."1 He

wrote those words on the evening of November 2, 2021, as Wu declared victory in the Boston

mayoral election and marked her place in history as the first Asian-American, first person of

color, and first woman elected to lead the city in the one hundred and ninety-nine years since its

incorporation in 1822. On the same night, voters swept in the highest ever proportion of people

of color to the City Council. For a city long known for insular, jealously guarded leadership and

Irish monopolies on its institutions, the evening represented the culmination of a revolutionary

set of changes in power in the city. Wu, in her victory speech, defined the significance of the

night as "redefining what leadership looks like” and “and pushing for every single person to be

part of that conversation.”2

The November 2021 election was only the most recent of a string of remarkable elections

from the last decade in Boston and elsewhere that saw Black, Hispanic, and Asian communities

finally winning a fairer share of power in local, state and federal government, and since the May

2020 killing of George Floyd, the stakes for racial equality have never been clearer. Calls for

radical change and restructuring of power have not faded in the year and a half since protests

over racial injustice ignited in Boston, as in so many other American cities. With Michelle Wu's

entry to power, there's a sense that the city has taken a gradual step towards greater justice and

2 Stephanie Ebbert and Elizabeth Koh. "‘Redefining what leadership looks like’: What Michelle Wu’s win means for
representation." The Boston Globe, November 2, 2021

1Adrian Walker. "Wu prepares to write a new chapter in Boston’s story." The Boston Globe, November 2, 2021
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equality, and that those previously unheard may now have a leader willing to listen. However, if

we consider vast inequalities by race in health, income, and education to be incompatible with a

fair democratic system (and we most definitely should), then even a city as proud as Boston still

has a long road ahead.

Understanding the story behind these inequities, and the movements for justice meant to

address them, is the first step to being an informed and active participant as history unfolds, and

pressure rises on governments to finally give all people the representation they deserve.

My goal is to investigate how well the city government of Boston represents its people,

and how that has changed through the city's history. Answering those questions provides context

for the present moment: why it matters that a woman of color is now Boston's mayor, how

exceptional of a moment it is in the history of the city, and what actual difference we might

expect electing of a Mayor and so many Councilors of color to make for the city's people.

My argument is that one can evaluate the efforts of the Boston city government to

represent the full range of perspectives and experiences in the city by evaluating the extent to

which its institutions and governing culture provide access to the political influence for all

groups, not just those who already have a strong share of influence.

I expect that those factors should determine the extent of descriptive representation -- in

other words, whether or not City Hall looks like the people it serves. I will evaluate whether the

city's electoral system lowers barriers to turnout and participation and effectively turns votes into

representation (what I'll later call a "political" model), and if its political structure prevents one

group from concentrating resources and excluding groups that have have been historically

outside of power from ever getting it (what I'll later call a "pluralist" system). I want to know
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whether Boston has created the greatest possible access for a diverse set of candidates to run for

elected office, speak for their community, and push the government to be more fair and inclusive.

I've been able to define specific factors -- the switch to districts for the City Council since

1983, and the surge in progressive politics in the last ten years -- that I think deserve credit for

successfully bringing the composition of Boston’s elected government fairly close in line with

the city's demographics. I also have come to believe, however, that the current diversity of the

government and its attention to racial justice is only a recent and unlikely accomplishment. The

conclusion I draw from my findings is that there are certain aspects of the city's institutions that

still pose serious obstacles that limit the representation that disadvantaged groups can hope for.

The city and its political structure still do not facilitate what I see as important conditions

for encouraging voter turnout for all people. Boston’s older Irish and Italian communities have

had a disproportionately high amount of influence for generations, and still do. Those who do not

have power and/or representation have had surprisingly few options to seek it. Members of

groups who have won power in the past have a remarkable ability to perpetuate their power, and

to eliminate a good amount of the new ideas and challenges that ought to have consideration in

any fair democracy. These old inequities, prejudices, and patterns from the darker parts of the

city's past still cause serious - but not insurmountable - gaps in the city's democratic system.

There's still plenty of reason to be optimistic. Wu and the current City Council have

indicated that they are more than willing to address those persistent inequities and speak and act

for those who have historically been excluded, and that's what Boston needs. The tasks ahead are

serious: as inequality of wealth worsens in the pandemic and climate change threatens

increasingly disastrous harm to those without the resources to insulate themselves from financial

disruptions and rising seas, the stakes will get more and more serious for City Hall. The city
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needs to listen to, and care for, all of its people if Boston is to remain a stable, healthy, trusting

community through the 21st century. Right now, whole sections of the city are still getting left

out from the benefits of the city's political and financial system. Activists and visionaries have

faced the odds and swung the notoriously unmoveable status quo in Boston before. Anyone

today who cares about the city owes it to their legacy to do so again when the future demands it.

Why Study Local Politics?

Cities, which exist at such a smaller scale than states or nations, are a useful subject for

detailed case studies that examine how individuals and groups win representation and better

outcomes from their government. I've taken inspiration from Who Governs, Yale political

scientist Robert Dahl's classic 1961 study of New Haven, Connecticut, for this thesis project.

Dahl, a democratic theorist, wanted to know who actually made the critical decisions in a system

where all citizens are legally equal (that is, everyone is entitled to vote), but an elite with vastly

more political resources (wealth, popularity, connections - anything that can be used to get more

power) held a disproportionate amount of influence.

Dahl decided that New Haven ran on a pluralist system: political resources were

dispersed, perhaps unequally, but still within reach of enough citizens and leaders that different

coalitions could -- and did -- constantly win the right to a turn in power. Urban democracy isn't

perfect in practice. Some still have more resources than most. It still, however, succeeds in

eventually getting all groups and ideologies a chance to be heard.3

Now, almost sixty years later, in the middle of a continuing national reckoning with racial

inequality, it's worth re-examining Dahl's work to see if his pluralistic view is still the best way

3 Robert Dahl, Who Governs? Democracy and Power in an American City, 2nd edition (New Haven, Yale
University Press, 2005), 325
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to understand power in American cities. Dahl discussed race only as a passing concern, but I

think it deserves to be a critical part of the question of whether a city does enough to represent all

of its people. In Hometown Inequality, a 2020 book that also provided inspiration for this project,

Professors Schaffner, Rhodes, and La Raja make it clear that there’s no way to talk about

inequality in local government in America without talking about systemic racism. They proved

in their study that "nonwhites are consistent losers in local democracy… Residents of color

receive less representation from local elected officials than do whites and are much less likely to

have their preferences reflected in local government policy."4

Local governments might not be as famous or glamorous as the White House or

Congress, but they’re still the "frontline" of Americans' daily lives: they provide daily services as

essential as policing, schools, sanitation, water, and roads. Racial representation in local

government matters for the health and achievement of all. Actually, it can literally be the

difference between life and death. If Dahl's optimistic concept of pluralism explains Boston, then

all groups -- no matter their racial identity or ethnic background -- should be able to assert their

interests and get good outcomes from City Hall. The history of cities across America, however,

doesn't give one much reason to be optimistic. The examples of local governments neglecting

communities of color are astounding, and they seem to go on without end.

For example: American neighborhoods made of a majority of people of color have been

found to have 33% less trees on average than majority-white communities, leading to noticeably

higher daytime temperatures, lower air quality, and even increases in heat-related deaths; whiter

neighborhoods are more likely to have trees are planted and maintained, which makes them less

4 Brian F. Schaffner, Jesse H. Rhodes, and Raymond La Raja. Hometown Inequality: Race, Class, and
Representation in American Local Politics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2020), iv.
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heated, more aesthetically pleasing, and more desirable to live in.5 Cars are more likely to injure

or kill pedestrians in majority-minority areas, where municipal governments tend to spend less

on maintenance of road signs and crosswalks.6 Cities have bulldozed neighborhoods with

concentrated minority populations and drawn a path for highways to deliberately separate

neighborhoods by race in cities including Atlanta, Chicago, Denver, and Los Angeles. 7 "Minority

neighborhoods were significantly more likely than white neighborhoods not to have recreational

facilities," concluded a 2008 study of parks in North Carolina, New York, and Maryland cities.8

And of course, it should come as no surprise by now that neighborhoods with the greatest

number of non-white residents are the ones most likely to see deadly police encounters.9

American local governments have consistently failed to serve their Black and Latino

constituents and allowed their health and financial outcomes to suffer. Passing legislation for

racial justice through Congress and state capitals is a good goal, but America will never have

entirely corrected its historic inequities and moved towards a full, healthy democracy until its

local governments do so as well.

Why Study Boston?

Boston, Massachusetts is a fascinating setting to examine racial representation in local

democracy. The first reason is that the city's history provides a turbulent and fascinating look at

how racial justice and local government can clash and cooperate. Boston has been known to lead

9 Francie Diep, "Police are more likely to use deadly force in poorer, more highly segregated neighborhoods,"
Pacific Standard Magazine, January 24, 2019

8 Latetia V. Moore et al. “Availability of recreational resources in minority and low socioeconomic status areas.”
American Journal of Preventive Medicine 34, no. 1 (2008): 16-22. Doi: 10.1016/j.amepre.2007.09.021

7 Kevin M Kruse, "What does a traffic jam in Atlanta have to do with segregation? Quite a lot." The New York Times,
August 14, 2019

6 Jenny Schuetz, "Voting in local elections impacts life and death: A case study in Washington, DC," The Brookings
Institute, October 31, 2018

5 David Abel, "Boston’s ‘heat islands’ turn lower-income neighborhoods from hot to insufferable," The Boston
Globe, June 22, 2021
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the rest of the nation in new progressive policies and attitudes (a "beacon" for all, as John F.

Kennedy's called Massachusetts),10 and the actions of its city government can be seen as a

bellwether for the rest of the country. However, its population has earned a reputation for harsh

racism and suspicion of outsiders, and its powerful circles are famously white, exclusive, and

insular. If the Northeast is "the most American of regions" because it "has long held genuine

movements for racial democracy, and for racial segregation, within the same heart,"11 then

Boston, most of all, can speak to how ideals of racial equality fare when meeting the realities

posed by white power structures unwilling to concede any ground.

Furthermore, racial equality in Boston is, in fact, finally gaining ground. A diverse

coalition is pushing the city through a shift in power unseen since 1949. This has provided me an

opportunity to use 1949 and 2021 as bookends for tracking how one pattern of political

leadership can take over, govern, suppress challenges, make concessions, and how eventually, a

new system can overtake it and rewrite the rules that determine who gets political representation

in City Hall.

In short, the city has wrestled dramatically with questions about what fairness and power

mean in a systemically unequal society, and has seen rival movements spring from those

questions, put their theories to practice, and take them to the people for a vote. What we learn

from Boston can let us test all our assumptions and knowledge about cities in general, and their

place in a rapidly evolving political sphere.

Thesis Outline

The central question I'm asking is how well Boston's city government has represented its

11 ibid, 10

10 Jason Sokol, All Eyes are Upon Us: Race and Politics from Boston to Brooklyn (New York: Basic Books, 2014),
22
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citizens, and how that has changed. The first part of the paper will clarify exactly what those

questions mean and why they matter. I'll review the debate about what institutions, practices, and

settings that make it more or less likely, in theory, that a city will fairly represent its people. That

lets me develop two sets of expectations about what I expect to find in Boston if its political

system makes it as easy or hard to get representation.

I use the rest of the paper to find out how Boston has met those expectations from its

incorporation as a city in 1822 until the present day. I start off with an overview of the city's

political history, and focus especially on the period of time since the last great transition of

power in 1949, when the Irish populist regime lost to the pro-growth, middle-class coalition that

built the city's modern economic power. Choosing that frame of time shows how the status quo

evolved and changed as the civil rights movement, urban renewal, and racial tensions drove

Bostonians into arguments and conflicts over power, inequality, and representation. From there,

I'll analyze the city's electoral structure and political culture to see whether they help or hurt the

distribution of political resources to all people across the city. I'll also analyze whether the

elected offices and municipal workforce of the city are representative of the population.

Future studies can analyze representation through different methods, or seek to study a

large sample of cities to see national trends, but a completing a case study in one of the oldest,

most vibrant, and most progressive of all American cities has left me with a fascinating set of

stories and illustrations about the fight for fair representation that couldn't be found anywhere

else. Democracy is a core principle of the United States; political representation is a core

principle of democracy. Bostonians have, in some cases, devoted their lives to that cause. Their

stories deserve to be told, and have something to teach all of us.
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1.2 Urban Political Theory

I argued in the introduction that when Boston's municipal government grants the best

possible chance for various groups to access political resources and win elections, then the city

should see the most success in descriptive representation of its diverse population. In the next

chapter, I'll explain what descriptive representation means and why it's necessary for justice and

fairness in a multiethnic democracy. In this chapter, however, I'll begin by explaining the factors

that determine whether representation in government is open to all. I've found the following two

sets of concepts in urban political theory to be most useful when asking how Boston's various

communities have won space in government, or been denied from it.

1. Pluralism vs. Group Theory: This approach tests which of the two main theories about

the distribution of power in cities best explains Boston. Boston is a pluralist system if

political resources are distributed widely enough that many different groups have a

realistic chance at assembling a winning coalition at each election cycle

2. Political vs. Professional Model. This approach explains the consensus about how

electoral institutions can best be set up to welcome campaigns from all quarters of

society, and how they have historically discouraged them. If elections in Boston follow a

"political" model, we expect that they provide the greatest possible access to voting and

encourage wide participation.

First Approach: Pluralism and Group Theory

The contradiction of modern democracy, as Robert Dahl explained, is that all citizens

have equality before the law while at the same time suffering vast inequalities of political

resources. How democracy works in that reality, and whether it still gives a fair chance at

representation to all people, is one of the central debates of this thesis.

Dahl was writing at a time when urban political theory was dominated by an assumption
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that social and economic elites controlled all decisions made by cities to the point where actual

governments had no real power. Scholars finished case studies of American cities by concluding

that networks of businessmen joined by family and club ties always seemed to be better known,

and to more permanence, than those of elected officials, and argued that they manipulated public

policy to their will without regard to the people’s needs and preferences. Dahl was skeptical,

arguing that those studies did not show convincing evidence that the elites actually played any

substantial part in determining the outcome of policy decisions in city halls.

Dahl answered with his book Who Governs, a case study on New Haven, Connecticut. In

order to find out "who, in fact, does govern,”12 he tracked the participation of the city's social and

economic elite in municipal boards, local political parties, and elected office, as well as the

factions and movements that determined outcomes in public education, urban renewal, and

political nominations. In the end, Dahl found the wealthy and distinguished residents of New

Haven hardly tried to influence the decisions of its city government at all.

Dahl knew from his study of New Haven's history that a tight-knit elite (an “oligarchy”)

had once ruled over the social and political life of the city in the colonial era, but he explained

that through the nineteenth century up to the time of his writing, conflicting factions of

businessmen, immigrant populists, and then professional reformers eventually overwhelmed the

old guard and won shares of resources like popularity, wealth, or votes. They spent those

resources on campaigning and winning elections, took turns winning power away from whatever

group currently ruled, then held it only until the next coalition inevitably overtook them in time.

The city had "many different sets of leaders, each having different access to different

combinations of political resources" they could use to assert influence.13 The distribution of

13 Ibid, 86
12 Dahl, Who Governs? 3
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resources was still unequal, but where that inequality had been “cumulative” in the colonial era,

it was now "dispersed," meaning that no weaker group was entirely without resources, and no

powerful group had a monopoly on all of them. The urban political system in New Haven was

"dynamic, not static;" not eternally set but subject to constant historical change. In short, it was a

"pluralist" system.14

By the 1980s, however, pluralism was going out of fashion as group theory15 came back

to the study of urban politics. Theorists like Clarence Stone took a renewed interest in the idea

that businesses and upper class residents exercised disproportionate influence on city

governments and distorted democratic control. In 1989 Stone published a case study of Atlanta,

Regime Politics, and concluded that a stable coalition between the white investor class and black

middle class controlled the city to the exclusion of the Black working class. "Governmental

conduct," he concluded, "is constrained by the need to promote investment activity in an

economic arena dominated by private ownership… a business presence is always a part of the

urban political scene."16 In fact, it's only a "regime" of political and business elites that has "the

capacity for the sustained coalitions necessary to carry out their agendas" and solve the kind of

serious problems that cities face. No activist or community group has the long-term strength and

resources to do the same, so they can't, and don't, ever win against the regimes.17

Meanwhile, Paul Peterson, in his 1981 book City Limits, argued that cities need a strong

tax base of professional citizens and profitable businesses in order to bring in tax revenue and

meet their costs. Therefore, "the pursuit of a city’s economic interests…  makes no allowance for

17 Michael Jones-Correa and Diane Wong, "Whose Politics? Reflections on Clarence Stone’s Regime Politics."
Urban Affairs Review 51, no. 1 (2015), 162

16 Clarence N. Stone. Regime Politics: Governing Atlanta, 1946-1988. Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1989,  7

15 Term borrowed from Russell D Murphy. "Politics, Political Science, and Urban Governance: a Literature and a
Legacy." Annual Review of Political Science 5 (2002), 68

14 Robert Dahl. Who Governs? Democracy and Power in an American City, 2nd edition. New Haven, Yale
University Press, 2005. Foreword by Douglas W. Rae, viii
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the care of the needy and unfortunate members of the society," as Peterson concludes,18 so cities

have to keep redistributive policies "off the urban political agenda."19 Every investment in social

services, public housing, or job training only attracts poor people and encourages them to stay,

and that takes up space from people and businesses who could have driven the economy forward.

Affluent citizens and businesses who can contribute the most to cities have mobile capital: they

can move away from any city that gives them a bad deal, so a rational city government has no

choice but to compete with other cities to appeal to the affluent through cutting services,

lowering taxes, bulldozing "blighted" areas, and welcoming development. I include Peterson's

bleak perspective because it's the opposite perspective from pluralism. An elected city leader that

goes beyond only growth and low-tax policies, in this view, is taking the city straight into

financial ruin and will probably lose reelection soon enough. Not everyone gets to have their

interests represented: businesses and the affluent are all the only ones that matter.

Is Boston's political culture best explained by Dahl's pluralism or Stone and Peterson's

more pessimistic group theory? If Boston is a pluralistic system that gives all citizens a chance at

having their interests heard, even if they're ethnic minorities or lack power relative to other

groups, I expect it would represent its citizens better than if it were a tightly controlled system of

the kind that Stone and Peterson imagined. I’m looking for pluralism through the following

characteristics:

1. Different coalitions win elections fairly regularly. One set of incumbents and allies don't
have complete, self-perpetuating domination over resources and decisions.

2. Progressive interests can influence policy, sometimes against the will of established
economic and political figures like developers and executives.

19 Steven P. Erie, Rainbow's End: Irish-Americans and the Dilemmas of Urban Machine Politics, 1840-1985
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press 1988), 255

18 Paul Peterson, selection from City Limits published in Dennis R. Judd and Paul P. Kantor, The Politics of Urban
America: a Reader (New York: Pearson Longman, 2001), 128. For another similar argument, see discussion of Jay
Forrester's Urban Dynamics in Anthony Lukas, Common Ground: a Turbulent Decade in the Lives of Three
American Families (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1985), 213
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3. Candidates for office look to include as many people as possible in their coalitions and
every group gets a fairly regular chance to join a winning coalition.

Second Approach: Municipal Elections

How should a city be structured to create the greatest access to voting, and to power, as

possible for the most amount of people? Learning about the “political” and “professional” model

defined by Brian Shaffner, Jesse Rhodes, and Raymond La Raja in their book Hometown

Inequality is the easiest way to approach that question.

The "political model" describes cities that "make politics easier to understand and less

costly to engage in" by making elections concurrent with state and federal elections and

including party designations on a ballot.20 It was a gift to European immigrants in the late

eighteenth century, who grew from an ignored minority to a substantial force in American city

politics in just a few decades in the mid-nineteenth century. Owning property and paying taxes

had been eliminated as qualifications to vote at about the same time that poor immigrants with

little formal education were arriving and settling in waves in east coast ports like Boston. Huge

new populations in cities were willing to give their votes to leaders who would help them

overcome the "handicaps and humiliations"21 of being a new arrival in an unwelcoming country,

and Democratic machines were happy to seize the opportunity and promise inclusion and

benefits for immigrants. Immigrants needed no political knowledge or education to vote: they

could show up to the polls, vote a straight Democratic ticket, and then wait to see if they or their

relatives might be next in line to get rewarded with a municipal job from their local ward boss.22

22 Jessica Trounstine, “Representation and Accountability in Cities,” Annual Review of Political Science 13 (2010),
409

21 Dahl, Who Governs? 34
20 Schaffner, Rhodes, and La Raja, Hometown Inequality, 23
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This system of competition on ethnic and partisan lines "stimulated an environment of

political bargaining" in which poor immigrants could finally win "a share of decision-making

power and economic resources."23 Dahl was more succinct when explaining how immigrants

became effective: "whatever else the ethnics lacked," (using a broad and sort of unappetizing

term for Catholic and Jewish immigrants and Black southern migrants), "they had numbers."24

As we'll see repeatedly throughout this project, however, numbers alone don't guarantee

power and representation. The established political class of educated and predominantly

Republican upper class of Anglo-Saxon Protestants ("Yankees" for short) saw the Democratic

immigrant base as a threat to their idea of good government, and to their own hold on power.25

It's true that immigrant voters were definitely more interested in patronage than abstract ideals.

As inefficient and biased use of public resources as it might have been, patronage, in retrospect,

got them the resources they needed. Upper class Yankees at the time, however, had no sympathy

for all these foreign illiterate voters swinging elections away from their candidates. They

"reformed" city charters by switching elections for municipal offices from partisan, ward/district

systems that ran concurrent elections with state and federal governments to nonpartisan, at-large

systems that elected candidates only in odd years.26

Why did the reformers care about all those obscure institutional changes? They

understood that they could cut off "corrupt" politicians from public office by cutting them off

from their voters. It's easier to convince immigrants and working class people to take the time to

vote if there's also a Presidential or Senate race on the ballot (which is why concurrent elections

26 Trounstine, “Representation and Accountability in Cities,” 409

25 Massachusetts Yankees tended to be Whigs, then Republicans. Catholic immigrants tended to join the Democratic
party, as the populist, socially conservative stances it took (a long time ago) appealed to them. In 19th century
Boston, like many cities of the era, the parties served as proxies for ethnic identity. See Charlie Tebbetts, “Charter
Changes in Boston from 1885 - 1949,” Historical Journal of Massachusetts 32, no. 1 (Winter 2004), 2.

24 Dahl, Who Governs? 33
23 Schaffner, Rhodes, La Raja, Hometown Inequality, 22
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in even years matter) and if they can expect to know, without prior information, which candidate

on the ballot represents their interests (which party denominations provide).

The reformers hoped that the only residents who would come out to vote would be the

most informed and affluent: only they would be aware of the odd-year election calendar, be

engaged (and privileged) enough to vote on a workday just for a municipal government election,

and know which candidates on a nonpartisan ballot represented their interests. That small

selection of voters could be trusted to choose only professional candidates qualified to serve by

their experience and devotion to "efficient managerial-style government" rather than promises to

give public jobs to their friends and neighbors.27

This is what Schaffner, Rhodes and La Raja call the "Professional Model," and many of

its proponents were perfectly transparent about their intentions. Frederick Judson, then the

president of the American Political Science Association, argued in 1908 that the "ideally perfect

government was that in which the intelligence of the community, the fittest men, should be

selected,” rather than the "average intelligence."28 Ambassador and academic James Bryce was

more blunt in an 1891 speech: immigrants, he claimed, "follow blindly leaders of their own race,

are not moved by discussion, (and) exercise no judgment of their own." They couldn't elect

serious, competent leaders, because they only supported "sordid wire-pullers and noisy

demagogues."29 If that was all that could be expected of them, the reformers decided, then mass

democracy wasn't working. The right to "good government" should be considered more

important than the right to "self-government."30

30 Trounstine, “Representation and Accountability in Cities,” 409
29 ibid, 68
28 Murphy, "Politics, Political Science, and Urban Governance," 70
27 Schaffner, Rhodes, and La Raja, "Hometown Inequality," 22
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The reformers got what they wanted. They were so successful in limiting

"self-government" that their policies still restrict equitable political representation to this day in

Boston and elsewhere.

Zoltan Hajnal and Paul Lewis proved with a large sample of California cities that

non-concurrent elections do manage to substantially decrease turnout;31 Sarah Anzia agreed,

finding that they tend to attract only the most committed minority of citizens.32 Nonpartisan

elections also decrease turnout by as much as eight percentage points on average, and even

decrease the responsiveness of government policy.33 The reformers would also be relieved to

know that a notable study conducted as recent as 2019 found that participants in local democracy

are "significantly more likely" to be "older, male, longtime residents... and homeowners."34

At-large municipal elections in particular have attracted a lot of controversy for their

restrictions on descriptive representation. The term refers to a system where an entire city votes

for candidates for city government, rather than smaller districts voting for a candidate who

speaks for that district. Reformers said that they wanted candidates to focus on broader issues

facing the entire city rather than narrow neighborhood interests. Intentional or not, however,

there were two further consequences from the switch. One is that candidates for city government

have to run in a much bigger area, and since that significantly raises the cost to run and win a

campaign, it tends to tilt the scales towards those with wealthy supporters. The other is that a

simple majority of the city gets first-past-the-post victories in every election. Theoretically, a

coalition with 51% of voters can win 100% of council seats in each and every election over an

34 Katherine Einstein, Maxwell Palmer, and David M Glick, "Who Participates in Local Government? Evidence
from Meeting Minutes," Perspectives on Politics 17, no. 1 (March 2019), 28

33 Schaffner, Brian; Streb, M; and Wright, G. “Teams without Uniforms”; Brian F. Schaffner and Matthew J. Streb.
“The Partisan Heuristic in Low Information Elections.” Public Opinion Quarterly 66, no. 4 (2002): 559 581

32 Anzia, Sarah F. “Election Timing and the Electoral Influence of Interest Groups.” The Journal of Politics 73, no. 2
(2011): 412 427.

31 Zoltan Hajnal and Paul Lewis, "Municipal Institutions and Voter Turnout in Local Elections." Urban Affairs
Review 38 no. 5 (2003): 645-668
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opposing coalition with only 49%. Every candidate has the incentive to appeal only to the

median voter and ignore any groups that they can’t likely pull into a citywide coalition. In all, an

at-large system seems to make it likely that representation in cities will end up out of proportion

to the diversity of the population.

The research, overall, confirms that it does. Single-member district electoral systems

provide much more favorable minority representation levels in segregated communities,35 a

switch to district systems caused Mexican-Americans in Texas cities to be more likely to win

city council seats,36 and in the Northeast, Hispanics are better represented with districted systems

than mixed systems (some district and some at-large seats), and better represented in mixed than

at-large systems.37 Studies have also found that at-large systems are a better explanation than

socioeconomic disparities for Black underrepresentation on Southern city councils38 and that

cities with district systems need a smaller proportion of their Black population than an at-large

city does to elect their first Black councilor.39

In summary, it's fair to argue that for all people to have the best possible chance to vote

for candidates that will represent them, a “political model” city with council districts and partisan

elections that run concurrently with federal and state elections will definitely work best. It's not

about bringing back corrupt political machines,40 but about giving candidates the greatest

40 Professional model reforms aren't actually the reason political machines faded. The 1930s New Deal damaged
them, and 1970s neoliberal social spending cuts wiped out what was left. See Steven Erie, Rainbow's End, 19-23

39 Melissa J. Marschall, Anirudh V. S. Ruhil, and Paru R. Shah, ‘‘The New Racial Calculus: Electoral Institutions
and Black Representation in Local Legislatures.’’ American Journal of Political Science 54, no. 1 (2010): 107-124.

38 Richard L Engstrom. and Michael D. McDonald, “The Underrepresentation of Blacks on City Councils:
Comparing the Structural and Socioeconomic Explanations for South/Non-South Differences,” The Journal of
Politics  44, no. 4 (November 1982), 1088 - 1099

37 Welch, Susan. “The Impact of At Large Elections on the Representation of Blacks and Hispanics.” The Journal of
Politics 52, no. 4 (1990): 1067

36 Jerry Polinard, Robert Wrinkle, and Tomás Longoria, Jr., “The Impact of District Elections on the Mexican
American Community: The Electoral Perspective.” Social Science Quarterly 72, no. 3 (1991): 608 - 614

35   Arnold Vedlitz and Charles A. Johnson, "Community racial segregation, electoral structure, and minority
representation," Social Science Quarterly 63, no. 4 (December 1982): 729–36, and  Tim R. Sass, "The Determinants
of Hispanic Representation in Municipal Government." Southern Economic Journal 66, no. 3 (2000), 609 - 630
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possible access to run a campaign, and giving the easiest possible experience to voters to figure

out who they want and how they should cast their vote.

Questions for Boston's Electoral Institutions

Do Boston's institutions create the best possible access for a diverse set of voters to gain

descriptive representation? If so, we would expect to see the following characteristics:

1. The city council should be elected fully or at least partly by district.

2. Elections should fall in even years and be concurrent with state and federal elections.

1.3 Theory on Representation

When University of California, Berkeley Professor Hanna Pitkin wrote about political

representation in the 1960s, she noted that previous thinkers took the idea for granted and never

deeply defined that essential aspect of democracy. What, exactly, should citizens expect from the

representatives who speak for them in government? How do they know if their representative is

doing a good job speaking for them?

Pitkin by all means founded the modern theory of political representation when she

published the Concept of Representation in 1967. She not only defined the term but also

proposed four perspectives to understand how elected officials represent the interests and values

of their constituents. Political theorists still base their works on her perspectives, even if, as we'll

see later, they have evolved past some of her assumptions.

I cannot ask whether Boston City Hall represents its citizens without first using Pitkin’s

foundation to explain exactly what I’m looking for. Ayanna Pressley, for example, never

promised to vote on legislation before Congress any differently than Michael Capuano would
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have; that's not why she was running. Michelle Wu speaks in favor of racial justice, but so did

Irish former mayor Marty Walsh. Why were Pressley and Wu's victories significant?

Defining Representation

Hannah Pitkin writes that political representation is when political actors speak, advocate,

symbolize, and act on behalf of others in the policymaking process: they make citizens’ voices,

opinions and perspectives “present” in a public office like Boston City Hall.41 Pitkin's proposed

four perspectives all suggest a different approach to how exactly that works.

Substantive representation asks how the representative advances policies that serve the

interests of their constituents. Formalistic representation considers the mechanisms of sending

out a representative: authorization (for example, elections) and accountability (standing for

re-election). Symbolic representation asks whether the representative's identity and actions

change the attitudes and feelings of constituents for the better. And finally, there's descriptive

representation, defined by Harvard democratic theorist Jane Mansbridge as representation by

"individuals who in their own backgrounds mirror some of the more frequent experiences and

outward manifestations of belonging to" their constituents.42

This project chooses to evaluate descriptive representation of Boston's diverse ethnic

groups, specifically in terms of race. There's hardly a more relevant aspect of identity to

examine: race divides the electorate in urban politics more than any other demographic

characteristic43 and racial inequality has been a constant source of conflict around City Hall. It's

also the most relatively simple and relevant to quantify of all the measures. Measuring

43 Zoltan Hajnal and Jessica Trounstine, "What Underlies Urban Politics? Race, Class, Ideology, Partisanship, and
the Urban Vote," Urban Affairs 50 no. 1 (2014), 63

42 Mansbridge, Jane. "Should Blacks Represent Blacks and Women Represent Women? A Contingent Yes," Journal
of Politics 61 no. 3 (August 1999): 628

41 Kurebwa, "A Review of Hanna Pitkin," 50
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ideological representation can be done44 but it would be beyond the resources of this project.

Counting racial composition of the city's institutions, by contrast, is a sufficient measure of

descriptive representation, and it’s simple enough for an undergrad student.

Is it too simple? Can counting racial composition of institutions actually say something

about the quality of democracy in the city? Pitkin wouldn't have thought so. To her, thinking

about descriptive representation narrowed the goal of a representative into "what he is or is like;

being someone rather than doing something."45 Since she defined representation as acting in the

interests of constituents, she considered descriptive representation a shallow perspective.

However, scholars from the 1990s onwards - most notably Jane Mansbridge, Anne

Phillips, and Suzanne Dovi - didn't see who the representatives are and what they do as separate

questions. They all believed descriptive representation inherently created better outcomes for

constituents: in general, women in government will speak more powerfully and knowledgeably

about women's issues, and Black citizens in government will speak more powerfully and

knowledgeably for issues facing the Black community, than would a representative from a more

distant and advantaged group. They will work as hard for their constituents as they would for

themselves on the issues at hand because the issues directly affect them as well, and always have.

That's why race “is more than a demographic characteristic." Whatever other differences of

opinion and outlook may exist in a community, "discrimination is a commonly felt experience."46

The research, as we'll see later, proves them right. Therefore, when this project talks

about descriptive representation in Boston, it does mean asking if there's Black, Hispanic, and

Asian-American City Councilors and agency heads. More than just that, however, we can expect

that their presence has a significant effect on government and society itself: their presence will

46 Stewart, England, and Meier, "Black Representation in Urban School Districts," 288
45 Hanna Pitkin, the Concept of Representation (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967), 61
44 See Tausanovitch & Warshaw 2013, Warshaw 2019, analysis of Catalist data in Hometown Inequality, etc.
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make the government more inclusive and deep in its deliberations, and government decisions

will be more fair and legitimate as a result.

What Amount of Descriptive Representation is Enough?

The theorists agree that a fair system should end up creating a body of representatives

close to proportional to shares of relevant groups in the population. Of course, Anne Phillips

says, not everyone has to be equally interested in politics any more than they're equally

interested in jazz or soccer; however "where levels of participation and involvement have

coincided too closely with differences by class or gender or ethnicity, this has been taken as

prima facie evidence of political inequality."47 Men, she points out, would never consider a

government composed of 95% women to be a fair and natural outcome. Just the same, no one

should take for granted that a fair system could produce a government composed 95% of men.

Jane Mansbridge provided several reasons why it was best that disadvantaged groups

have the chance to elect as many representatives as would be proportional. The representatives

may need a "critical mass" on some issues to make their interests heard; they'll want enough

members to disperse into the various committees and subcommittees where deliberation

happens; and there should be enough representatives to account for the "heterogeneous, varied

inflections" that arise in the "perspectives, opinions, and interests in any group."48

This project assumes that adequate representation in Boston city government means that

each major ethnic group in the city should have at least one elected city council member to speak

for them, and each should have a presence in both the workforce and the leadership of the city

institutions not drastically far from their proportion of the general population.

48 Mansbridge, "Should Blacks Represent Blacks," 636

47 Anne Phillips, "The Politics of Presence: the Political Representation of Gender, Ethnicity, and Race" (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1999), 32
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Descriptive Representation and Democracy

Mansbridge defined one of the functions of democracy as deliberation. "The deliberative

function of representative democracy aims at understanding which policies are good for the

polity as a whole," she explained. "A representative body should ideally include at least one

representative who can speak for every group that might provide new information, perspectives,

or ongoing insights relevant to the understanding that leads to a decision."49 Descriptive

representatives, she argues, are best for providing that information, perspective, and insight. If

we believe Mansbridge, the city of Boston should not consider its policies fully thought out and

legitimate if a descriptive representative of a relevant section of the population didn't get to have

a chance to speak on each particular policy.

Note that the standard is relevant sections, not all. The responsibility to include a certain

group can come and go depending on whether the government needs their input to properly

deliberate through its decisions. Mansbridge considered a hypothetical question posed by

scholars skeptical of descriptive representation: does a government really need to create a full

microcosm of society in government? Is every aspect of identity necessary or beneficial to

include? Is it seriously an injustice to our left-handed neighbors if we don't have left-handed

elected officials? Mansbridge answered that directly: "the perspectives and interests of

left-handers should be represented when their perspectives are relevant to a decision (e.g., in

decisions regarding the design of surgical instruments)."50 If the design of surgical instruments is

not a recurring theme before a legislature, then left-handed representatives don't need a

permanent presence for the legislature to fulfill its democratic obligations.

50 Mansbridge, "Should Blacks Represent Blacks," 635
49 ibid, 634
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On the other hand, the perspectives of Bostonians in the Black, Hispanic, and

Asian-American communities have always been relevant to the decisions of the city government

for as long as they have been in Boston. It was their children in the city’s schools, their homes in

the way of redevelopment plans. Whether City Hall recognizes it or not, the lives and futures of

all of Boston's people have been on the line when determining the allocation of services and the

management of city programs, and I would consider consistent exclusion of their voices from

city hall to be a failure of the deliberative job of democracy.

Why Descriptive Representation Matters

The argument that citizens of color are best represented by representatives of color might

come as an unwelcome surprise to Boston's white leaders, who have often long expressed

passion for racial justice and sympathy for their constituents of color and have taken action on

their behalf (if at least symbolically). Why should it matter what representatives look like, as

long as their policies are liberal and inclusive? Mansbridge explains that descriptive

representatives alone can offer four benefits to members of a particular group:51

1. Mutual communication in contexts of mistrust. History of subordination "breeds
inattention, even arrogance" on the part of the dominant group and distrust on the
subordinate group. Descriptive representatives, however, can more easily forge bonds
based on their shared experience and engage in nuanced and respectful communication.

2. Innovative thinking in contexts of uncrystallized (not fully articulated) interests. Voters,
when faced with issues that seem they'll change and get more complex over time, want a
representative who will react to new information and demands the same way they would.

3. Creating a social meaning of "ability to rule" for members of a group for whom that
ability has been seriously questioned. Mansbridge, for example, cites activists organizing
to elect Black candidates to office, who express their hope that future generations of
Black children will see it as evidence that they, too, belong in power. Of course, it can
also prevent advantaged groups from believing that they alone deserve power.

51 ibid, 645-650
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4. Increasing the polity's de facto legitimacy in contexts of past discrimination. Descriptive
representation can make members of underrepresented groups "feel as if they themselves
were present in the deliberations," which gives them more faith that the government's
decisions will serve them well.

The first two benefits enhance the substantive representation of constituents, but for the

second two, there are benefits beyond substantive representation: a descriptive representative

helps society literally just by being there.

A non-descriptive representative (like a white Boston City Councilor) may be perfectly

willing to listen to constituents from disadvantaged groups, but "in the contexts of

communicative mistrust and uncrystallized interests," those good intentions are "not enough to

promote effective deliberation" between the citizen and representative, nor between one

representative and the other representatives in that legislative body.52 "The deeper the

communicative chasm between a dominant and a subordinate group," argues Mansbridge, "the

more descriptive representation is needed to bridge that chasm."53

The research proves Mansbridge correct. One study has found legislators of color to be

between six to nine percentage points more likely to reach out to federal agencies on behalf of

constituents of color.54 Another finds Black constituents are more likely to contact Black

representatives in Congress,55 and two others find better communication between representatives

and members of their own communities with whom they racially identify.56 57

57 Costa, Mia. "How Responsive are Political Elites? A Meta-Analysis of Experiments on Public Officials." Journal
of Experimental Political Science 4 (2017) 241-254

56 Daniel M. Butler and David E Broockman, "Do Politicians Racially Discriminate Against Constituents? A Field
Experiment on State Legislators." American Journal of Political Science 55 no. 3 (2011): 463-477

55 Claudine Gay, "Spirals of trust? The effect of descriptive representation on the relationship between citizens and
their government." American Journal of Political Science, 46, no. 4 (2002), 717–732.

54 Kenneth Lowande, Melinda Ritchie, and Erinn Lauterbach, "Descriptive and Substantive Representation in
Congress: Evidence from 80,000 Congressional Inquiries." American Journal of Political Science 63 no. 3 (July
2019) 644-659

53 ibid 643
52 Mansbridge, "Should Blacks Represent Blacks," 635
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Can people of color always trust that any particular candidate of color will genuinely

speak for them? To settle that question, Suzanne Dovi proposed a criterion for descriptive

representatives: voters should consider whether a candidate has "mutual relationships with

dispossessed subgroups" and hold candidates accountable for it.58 By mutual relationships, she

means that the candidate needs to facilitate communication with their constituents and

community leaders until the candidate and the constituents have a strong understanding of their

group's goals in common.59 This distinction will help us in the discussion about how successful

descriptive representatives in Boston's government have been over time.

What Difference Do Descriptive Representatives Make?

Jeffrey Kurebwa argued that citizens who get descriptive representation also get

personally invested in the whole political system: “constituencies are more likely to identify with

the legislature and to defer to its decisions to the extent that they perceive a significant

percentage of ‘people like themselves’ in the legislature.”60 Dovi cites Iris Young, who explains

it another way: getting more views into the democratic arena (input legitimacy) can improve

democratic outcomes (output legitimacy). In other words, people will likely start trusting that the

laws are meant to help them, not punish them, and that's a critical step towards a more

harmonious society. "Inclusion," she explains, "is the democratic antidote to past wrongs."61

Empirical research confirms that when there's a more diverse set of faces in government,

constituents of color do, in fact, feel more hopeful and excited about politics. Pantoja & Segura,

for example, found that Latinos in Texas who had descriptive representatives indicated less

61 Dovi, Suzanne. "In Praise of Exclusion." The Journal of Politics 71, no. 3 (July 2009): 1175

60 Jeffrey Kurebwa. "A Review of Hanna Pitkin’s (1967) Conception of Women’s Political Representation,"
International Journal of Scientific and Research Publications 5, no.11 (November 2015): 53

59 Suzanne Dovi, "Preferable Descriptive Representatives," 738

58 Dovi, Suzanne. “Preferable Descriptive Representatives: Will Just Any Woman, Black, or Latino Do?” American
Political Science Review 96, no. 4 (2002): 735
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political alienation in surveys.62

In fact, descriptive representatives can deliver serious benefits for their communities.

McBrayer finds more bilingual education funding comes after electing more Hispanic

representatives,63 and Eisinger finds that more Black civil service professionals get hired as a

result of Black political presence in government.64 Preuhs and Hero analyze roll call votes in the

House and find that Black and Latino representatives draw on concerns specific to their ethnic

group beyond liberal or conservative ideology.65 Sances and You find that cities with relatively

more Black city councilors reduced their use of extractive revenue like fines and fees.66 Stewart,

England, and Meier find that "Black school board representatives are able to increase the number

of black school administrators;"67 Leal, Ebers, and Meier found similar results with Latino school

board representatives.68

The 2014 Silent Crisis report, written by three Boston-area university professors on

Latino representation in Boston city government, argues that bureaucracies that are

representative of their community "are more likely to pursue the changes to policies, programs,

and practices that are necessary to remedy inequitable outcomes and serve particular needs of

underrepresented communities." Participating members of minority communinities can balance

out discriminatory behavior by colleagues, share perspectives and information and advocate for

68 David L. Leal; Valerie Martinez Ebers; and Kenneth J. Meier. “The Politics of Latino Education: The Biases of At
Large Elections.” The Journal of Politics 66, no. 4 (2004): 1224 1244.

67 Stewart, England, and Meier, "Black Representation in Urban School Districts," 288

66 Michael W. Sances and Hye Young You. “Who Pays for Government? Descriptive Representation and
Exploitative Revenue Sources.” The Journal of Politics 79, no. 3 (2017): 1090 - 1094.

65 Robert R. Preuhs and Rodney E. Hero, “A Different Kind of Representation: Black and Latino Descriptive
Representation and the Role of Ideological Cuing.” Political Research Quarterly 64, no. 1 (2011): 157 171.

64 Peter K. Eisinger, "Black Employment in Municipal Jobs: The Impact of Black Political Power." The American
Political Science Review 76 no. 2 (June 1982), 380-392

63 Markie McBrayer, "Translating Descriptive Representation into Substantive Representation: The Role of Electoral
Institutions in Urban School Districts in Texas." Urban Affairs Review 56, no. 6 (2020): 1687 - 1714

62 Adrian D. Pantoja and Gary M. Segura, “Does Ethnicity Matter? Descriptive Representation in Legislatures and
Political Alienation among Latinos.” Social Science Quarterly 84, no. 2 (2003): 441-460.
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causes that would have otherwise been missed, and serve as role models in their organization

both for, and on behalf of, their community.69

The evidence leaves no doubt that all groups in Boston deserve descriptive

representatives in the room when the government makes enormously consequential decisions

over how to distribute limited resources, invest in neighborhoods, and run the schools and police.

Mansbridge said that representatives who are "existentially close to the issues" will "usually be

more likely to throw themselves into the fray,"70 and when issues that define the outcomes of

Bostonian's lives are at stake, the people should expect no less.

Theory on Our Reading of Boston

In conclusion, we can expect that in times where the city government did not reflect the

race and neighborhood balance of the city, we should find evidence of decisions that were blind

to the interests of some communities. We'll understand that disadvantaged and disempowered

Bostonians will have reasons to fight to get members of their own group in government. There's

no alternative to the legitimacy, symbolism, and communication that their representatives will

provide.

So, when we ask whether the officials and employees of the city government of Boston

are proportional in their ethnic background to the city at large, we're asking whether deliberative

democracy is working as it should.

Does descriptive representation exist in Boston's city government, and if so, does it

deliver the effects that the literature expects? By the end of the paper, I'll bring together all the

70 Mansbridge, "Should Blacks," 634-635

69 Miren Uriarte, James Jennings, and Jen Douglas, "The Silent Crisis: Including Latinos and Why It Matters,
Representation in Executive Positions, Boards, and Commissions in the City Governments of Boston, Chelsea, and
Somerville" (2014). Human Services Faculty Publication Series. 53
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interviews, primary and secondary sources, and quantitative data I can to measure descriptive

representation according to these three expectations.

1. If the city's government is representative of its population, there should be at least one
elected official from each ethnic community that has a consistent presence in the city, and
no part of the workforce should have a demographic composition exceptionally out of
proportion from the population as a whole.

2. In times when Boston's city government was much less representative of the population,
we can expect to see evidence that it had poor communication and little legitimacy with
its disadvantaged communities, and did much less than it could have to deliver the best
possible outcomes for them.

3. There should be evidence that as the city government has become more diverse, there has
been a push to deliver better outcomes to disadvantaged communities, and provide them
more resources, inclusion, and recognition, than it had previously.
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Methodology

Like the model for this project, Dahl's Who Governs, I've approached this project by

choosing a central question about democracy in cities and answering that question with historical

analysis, backed by data whenever possible. Dahl wanted to find out "who governed" over time

to contribute to a contemporary debate about democracy in social and economic inequality; I

wanted to find out "who gets represented" to contribute to a contemporary debate about

persistent racial inequality.

I've followed his lead in starting with a review of past research, including the range of

perspectives that theorists have offered in explaining how power gets distributed in the unequal

environment of American cities, and bringing all of that established research into a set of

questions and expectations; this project, specifically, has two sets of hypotheses: one about what

institutional and social factors I expect should be needed to create representation, the other about

what I expect descriptive representation to look like.

The second half starts with a historical narrative, followed by analysis of specific aspects

of that history. In my case, that means briefly tracing the history of political coalitions in the

Mayor's office and City Council of Boston from 1822 to the present, broken by approximate eras

that each saw a different group or coalition of groups reach descriptive representation. After that,

I've written two additional sections to analyze each of the expectations that I created. All of my

data in the second half of the thesis comes from three sources:

1. Books by historians, academics, and activists each with decades of experience living and

working in Boston, and articles from recent and archived newspapers

2. Interviews with Boston professors, retired politicians, journalists and community activists

3. Quantitative data to illustrate Council demographics and municipal hiring
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At each step along the way, I've taken care to ensure that to the greatest extent possible,

all of my arguments are based on more than one source; everything in the history section, for

example, comes from the understanding I've created based on reading multiple sources.

Meanwhile, the analysis sections rely on asking which of a variety of possible explanations best

explain the trends I find; I've chosen my answers on the extent of the city's pluralist culture and

its institutional design because they are the best of all alternatives.
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Section 2: Findings and Conclusion

Searching Boston's history for the discussions of political power, racial justice, and

democratic institutions needed to answer the hypotheses was anything but disappointing. The

city has a rich, colorful history of shrewd politicians, idealistic activists, and neighborhood

champions that have shifted, withheld, bargained for -- and managed, sometimes, to rightfully

win -- representation for themselves and their constituencies. The second half of the thesis

compiles some of the most consequential moments and clearest illustrations of a city in a

constant state of political conflict with itself, moving towards (and sometimes backwards from)

more full representation and wider democracy. It ends with a discussion on what it all has to tell

us about understanding cities, and American democracy as a whole.

In seeking the right balance between analysis of the city's political system and the

historical narrative that explains how it came to be, I've chosen the following structure for the

rest of the paper:

1. Historical overview of the city, its people, and its government over two centuries.

2. Analysis of political access. When has the city been a "political" or "professional" model?

When has the city been pluralistic?

3. Analysis of descriptive representation. Did greater political access translate into

descriptive representation of the population? What difference has it made?

4. Conclusion. Answering hypotheses, discussing significance.

2.1: Eras of Boston Politics

There are a few key moments that historians and journalists mark again and again as

significant shifts in political leadership in Boston since the city's incorporation in 1822. I found

that creating a list of five distinct eras of political regimes was a useful way to summarize the

consensus about those changes of political power.
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1. The Yankee Era, 1822 - 1909. Notable mayors: Quincy and O'Brien.

2. The Irish Populist Era, 1910 - 1949. Notable mayors: Fitzgerald and Curley.

3. The New Boston, 1950 - 1983. Mayors Hynes, Collins, and White.

4. The Neighborhoods Era, 1984 - 2011. Mayors Flynn and Menino.

5. Progressive Boston, 2012 - present. Mayors Walsh, Janey, and Wu.

In following the model set by Robert Dahl in Who Governs, I've described important

developments from each era of political control to illustrate how politicians, activists, and

organizers have used political resources to win representation. My goal is to provide context that

will make it easier in later chapters to evaluate the specific factors that best helped people find

representation from their government.

Era 1: Yankee Establishment Rule, 1822 - 1909

In 1820, Boston's 43,000 "intensely homogenous Anglo-Saxon"71 (or "Yankee") residents

still held town meetings to run municipal affairs and accepted largely the same elite rule as they

had for a century. Ninety years later, Boston had a sprawling city government and was home to

671,000 people (a 1,500% increase), due in part to annexing surrounding towns but also to

immigration from Ireland, Italy, eastern Europe, and even China. I'll tell the story of this era

through the three developments that most influenced the setting of modern Boston.

1. The Brahmin Class Establishes Social, Political, Economic Leadership

After the decline of the Puritan clergy after 1691 and the withdrawal of the British after

the American Revolution, Boston's merchant (later, manufacturing) class formed a "new kind of

oligarchy" based on "material prosperity and financial success." Oliver Wendell Holmes first

71 Thomas H. O'Connor, The Boston Irish: a Political History (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1995), xvi
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used the term "Brahmins" in 1861 to describe this class of Bostonians at the top of a "caste"

system. They were conservative, highly educated Federalists who believed that colonial

traditions of "religious orthodoxy, social integrity, and political responsibility" should always

remain as Boston's guiding public principles, and they gave themselves responsibility for

ensuring it.72

The 1820 state constitutional convention that eliminated property and tax restrictions on

voting, enfranchising all white Massachusetts men over age 21, was the last thing they had

wanted.73 The Brahmins knew that the only way to preserve proper elite power now was to

convince new working class voters that "the upper classes, with their high ideals and exalted

virtues, could contribute far more to the social and economic well-being" of all Bostonians than

supposedly “corrupt” Jeffersonian Democrats.74 In fact, historian Charlie Tebbetts argues that

"limit(ing) the growing power of the populace" is exactly why the Brahmins worked with the

state government to establish Boston as a city in 1822: it replaced democratic town meetings

with a bureaucracy that the Brahmins could better control.75 For a project that asks how well the

city government has represented its people, it’s not a hopeful start.

Following the popular mayoralty of Josiah Quincy, who successfully completed massive

expansions of the city's infrastructure,76 the conservative Brahmin establishment devoted

themselves to providing (at least symbolically) charity and services for the city's poor: they

formed a group against alcoholism in 1824, got the city to build an experimental, more humane

76 Lawrence W. Kennedy, Planning the City Upon a Hill: Boston Since 1630 (Amherst: University of Massachusetts
Press, 1992), 49

75 Tebbetts, Charlie. “Charter Changes in Boston from 1885 - 1949.” Historical Journal of Massachusetts 32, No. 1
(Winter 2004), 1

74 O'Connor, Bibles, Brahmins, and Bosses, 86

73 Arthur Scherr, “John Adams, Political Moderation, and the 1820 Massachusetts Constitutional Convention: A
Reappraisal.” Historical Journal of Massachusetts 46, no. 1 (Winter 2018), 132

72 Thomas O'Connor, Bibles, Brahmins, and Bosses: a Short History of Boston (Boston: Trustees of the Boston
Public Library, 1991), 36, 63 84
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prison in 1826, organized around recolonization of former slaves (very few supported abolition

and integration) starting in the 1830s, and, in 1848, founded the Boston Public Library, the first

large municipal library in the country. With their board memberships, civic ties, and Ivy League

educations, they successfully "dominated virtually the whole range of the city's civic, cultural,

and education institutions."77 Perhaps suffrage for all white men wasn't so bad after all: Boston

could continue to be a "city on a hill," a model of excellence and prestige, if change could come

about in only "a gradual manner, directed by the better families."78

2. Irish Used "Ethnic Politics" to Gain Power Through Common Council Wards

The Brahmins did not get their wish. The tremendous demographic changes to the city

brought by immigration left the old establishment constantly on the defensive against political

challenges. The status quo first started coming undone in 1846 when the Potato Famine struck

Ireland. Fleeing starvation and desperate poverty, hundreds of thousands of Irish Catholics

started pouring into the city. There were 37,000 in 1847 alone. The Irish had been only about 5%

of the population in 1820 and only 11% in 1830, but by 1855, after 50,000 of them settled down

in a city totalling 160,000 people, the Irish were all the sudden nearly a third of the population.79

The lives of those who would not or could not keep moving west from the port of Boston,

at least for a while, were bleak for the first several years. Historian Thomas O'Connor described

Boston as the worst possible American city to find refuge: it had, unlike much of the rest of the

country, already established a social order. Its economy focused on skilled trades; the factories

that could have absorbed the unskilled labor of the former tenant farmers had moved west.

79 ibid 148
78 O'Connor, Bibles, Brahmins, and Bosses, 96
77 O'Connor, Boston Irish, 63
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Worse, Bostonian Yankees expressed a bitter "inbred hostility" towards Irish Catholics.80

The rejection Irish Catholics faced ensured a bitter "wall of separation" in Boston on

class and ethnic lines and would "forever mold their social and political character."81 The

pre-Famine Boston Irish, with just 1,000 registered voters in 1840 in a city of 93,000 people,

were mostly content and politically inactive. The poor and powerless new population, however,

were more than willing to start putting their great numbers to work to win political office and

secure badly needed patronage82 rewards like city jobs, public housing, and bureaucratic favors

("divisible benefits," as Robert Dahl called them).83

By the 1870s, after settling into South Boston, Charlestown, and the West End, the Irish

were taking over the city’s Democratic Party infrastructure and developing the political

discipline to win elections. For each ward with a concentrated Irish population, a ward "boss"

attended to the needs of all local Irish families. In return, he pushed them to vote for whatever

Democratic candidate the boss had chosen to run for Boston's Common Council, the 75-member

precursor to the City Council that controlled the city's budgets and appropriations. Winning

Council candidates would then manipulate public works projects to provide the boss with a

constant supply of resources, so he could, for example, immediately connect an unemployed

constituent with a construction or maintenance job at any time.84 “If you were able to get

someone a job, that person and their family were loyal supporters of yours basically forever,”

said current Councilor Michael Flaherty, remembering the system that thrived well into the 20th

84 O'Connor, Boston Irish, 121
83 Robert Dahl, Who Governs? 52

82 Patronage: "a political currency with which to purchase political activity and political responses from voters
whose loyalty was ensured by an organizationally-created web of jobs, favors, and payoffs distributed at the
discretion of political leaders.” Joseph D. Reid and Michael M. Kurth, "Strategic Factors in Nineteenth Century
American Economic History" (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 427

81 O'Connor, Boston Irish, xvi
80 ibid 148
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century.85 One the strength of those mutual relationships, the political force of the Irish grew.

In 1884, the bosses got an Irish Catholic, Hugh O'Brien, elected mayor of Boston for the

first time. Though a Democrat, O'Brien's platform and behavior were in line with the

conservative Yankee business establishment: he held down taxes, widened streets, built parks,

and gave most appointments to professionals, not unqualified supporters. O'Brien's actions for

the Irish remained only symbolic, such as closing the Boston Public Library on Saint Patrick's

Day.86 It wasn’t a revolution. He had only gotten to office because he was acceptable, even

grudgingly likable, to Yankees. Still, the Irish bosses knew they were making progress.

The Brahmin political class knew it as well. They later had to watch the Irish, with their

higher birth rate, finally surpass the critical point of half the population of Boston in 1890. They

were aware that the younger, American-born second generation of Irish politicians like North

End boss John F. Fitzgerald were much more assertive and ambitious than immigrants like

O'Brien. By the end of the 19th century, the Irish were in a position to take citywide control, and

with it, the patronage abilities they would need to build an invincible machine, as Tammany Hall

had done in New York City. The Brahmins decided to fight back while they still could.

3. Brahmins and State Allies Institute Minority Rule

The Brahmins had a consistent ally in the state legislature, dominated by fellow

Republican Yankees. The two groups collaborated in the late nineteenth and early 20th centuries

in changing Boston's city charter "to ensure their minority voting interest would be preserved."87

The first significant charter change in 1885 made three changes all intended to cut into

the resources the Irish used to grant patronage. It concentrated all executive powers to the mayor

87 ibid, 2
86 Tebbetts, "Charter Changes in Boston," 8-10
85 Ellen Barry, "Boston, Long Led by White Men, Votes in New Guard," The New York Times, November 6, 2019
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and prevented the Council (made in good part of politicians chosen by, and cooperating with, the

Irish bosses) from "interfering with hiring, contracts, or purchasing." It transferred the power to

liquor licenses (a common patronage gift) to the state, and capped the property tax rate and debt

the city could carry. Besides closing off patronage, the new charter was a favor to businessmen,

who expected that working with an executive would be more efficient than working with slow,

greedy committees.88 Overall, those tactics with the state government explain why Boston, unlike

New York City, never did have a single, central machine bigger than one individual Irish leader.

The Irish already had enough momentum, however, that in 1905, former ward boss and

Congressman John F. Fitzgerald won election as the city's first American-born Irish mayor.89 He

immediately set about trying to build a centralized system of patronage around his office by

appointing his friends to lead city departments and pressuring the streetcar, telephone, and gas

companies to hire Democrats.90

"The worst fears of the Brahmin community were now realized," wrote Thomas

O'Connor.91 In response, a Yankee coalition led by businessmen and funded in part by the

Chamber of Commerce formed the Good Government Association to bring "reforms" to Boston.

They managed to replace Fitzgerald with a Yankee Republican in 1907,92 and then set out to

further manipulate the charter to consolidate power away from the Irish. They got the city to

adopt a new charter in November 1909 which made three significant changes. First, it replaced

the sprawling Common Council elected by ward with a nine-member fully at-large City Council

92 Robert A. Silverman, "Nathan Matthews: Politics of Reform in Boston, 1890-1910," The New England Quarterly
50 no. 4 (December 1977), 641

91 O'Connor, Bibles, Brahmins, and Bosses, 178
90 Erie, Rainbow's End, 76

89 Fitzgerald also happened to be President John F. Kennedy's maternal grandfather. Not only that, JFK's paternal
grandfather, P. J. Kennedy, was also a ward boss. P.J controlled (not yet Italian) East Boston around this time.

88 ibid, 7
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in an attempt to make Irish ward bosses irrelevant.93 Second, it made city elections nonpartisan in

an "obvious move" to cripple the Democratic party machinery.94 Third, it gave the mayor veto

power over all Council acts and extended mayoral terms from two to four years. Empowering the

mayor's office was, of course, a risk (what if the Irish won it? They were already the majority),

but the assumption was that without party designations, "Republicans stood a better chance at

slipping by" as the immigrants wouldn't know who to vote for.95

The Brahmins had made a disastrous mistake. After all of their work empowering the

mayor's office and convincing the respectable banker and public servant James Jackson Storrow

to run for it, one can only imagine the Brahmin's shock when it turned out to be none other than

Fitzgerald himself who won in 1910.

Era 2: Irish Populism, 1910 - 1949

Former Boston City Councilor Larry DiCara quoted Walter Lippman in comparing

politics to a pendulum,96 a useful metaphor for Boston's recurring shifts in power. After holding a

monopoly on political influence since the founding of the city eighty-eight years before, the

Brahmin class saw it all swing away. It wasn't immediate: Fitzgerald still at least claimed to

value fiscal responsibility and cooperation with business interests. It wasn't until after he

declined to seek a third term, and former Congressman and Councilor James Michael Curley

won in fall 1913, that the Irish finally had their revenge.97

Jim Curley was "scrappy, entertaining, and shameless;"98 he had a "vibrant, energetic, and

98 Tebbetts, "Charter Changes in Boston," 21

97 Thomas O'Connor, "Book Review: ‘When Politics was King in Irish Boston’ by Gerard O’Neill," The Boston
Globe, March 10, 2012

96 Lawrence DiCara, in interview with the author, November 1, 2021
95 Tebbets, "Charter Changes," 14
94 O'Connor, Bibles, Brahmins, and Bosses, 180

93 Banfield, Edward C; Derthick, Martha. "A Report on the Politics of Boston, Massachusetts" (1960), Joint Center
for Urban Studies of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard University. II-1
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magnetic personality." A laborer since the age of 11, he was always the "Mayor of the Poor." 99

He dominated Boston politics for forty years as an on-and-off-again mayor and Congressman,

with one brief stint as Governor and one stint in federal prison, but that’s a different story. I'll

focus on briefly summarizing four developments from the chaotic era he oversaw -- 1910 to

1949 -- that shaped modern politics of representation in Boston.

1. Curley Re-aligns Power Around Himself

Curley, arrogant and mistrustful, personally consolidated power over not just the business

establishment but also the Irish bosses. He announced that City Hall would be open to all citizens

and meant it literally. Bostonians came looking for jobs and favors directly from the mayor

himself in his office, and with surprising discipline and efficiency, Curley delivered for them

well enough to successfully make nearly all ward bosses irrelevant by the end of his first term.

"So was born the Curley machine," as journalist Joseph Dineen summarized it.100

Curley then started an ambitious building spree that extended the reach of public transit,

expanded hospitals, and built new sidewalks and playgrounds in Irish neighborhoods like

Dorchester, Charlestown, and East Boston. He made sure that it was his supporters who got the

construction jobs for those projects and didn't mind when "the city payroll climbed to unheard-of

heights."101 When the city ran out of money, Curley raised taxes; when he couldn't wait for tax

revenue to come in, he would borrow from banks; when bankers refused, he allegedly threatened

to use city resources to punish them until they complied.102 He relished spending Brahmin money

for the benefit of his Irish base: it was his sinister way of "balancing the scales which had, for so

102 For example, allegedly threatening to organize a run on a bank by city employees, having city sewer workers
open water mains on their underground vaults, and more. Dineen, Purple Shamrock, 136

101 ibid 110
100 Joseph Dineen, The Purple Shamrock (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1949), 105
99 O'Connor, Bibles, Brahmins, and Bosses, 182
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long, been weighted against the people he represented."103

2. New Immigrants Add Their Votes (with Limited Effect)

Boston had been home to more major ethnic groups than just the Yankees and the Irish

for decades at this point. Like the Irish before them, southern and Eastern Europeans fled

political or economic instability in their homelands and arrived by the thousands. There were the

Italians (the North End had 1,000 of them in 1880, then 7,000 in 1895), Jewish refugees from

Germany and then eastern Europe (from 4,000 in 1890 to 80,000 in 1910), and also smaller

Polish, Lithuanian, and Chinese immigrant communities starting in the 1890s.104

Never ones to appreciate diversity, the Brahmins despaired over the wave of foreigners;

never ones to turn down a voter, the Irish, on the other hand, welcomed them -- literally, if one

counts the workers that ward boss Martin Lomasney paid to stand on wharves shouting "Martin

Lomasney and the Democratic Party welcome you to Boston!" at docking immigrant ships.105

Unfortunately for the new arrivals, however, they didn't have the overwhelming numbers to elect

their own and enjoyed only limited patronage in return for supporting the Irish. Bosses like

Fitzgerald and Lomasney "dispensed food, loans, and licenses to the newcomers but not city

jobs, nominations to office, or major party posts." Curley criticized immigration restrictions and

condemned Russian pogroms as a Congressman, and filled City Hall with world flags as mayor,

but supported only fellow Irishmen for office. Not one Italian won election to the city council

before 1930, and only in the 14th Ward in Dorchester were Jewish Bostonians able to elect one

of their own to the City Council.106

106 Erie, Rainbow's End, 101 & 103. The city had returned to a ward system in 1924, a confusing and not very
important detail in history. It switched once again to an at-large system starting with the 1951 election cycle.

105 ibid, 160
104 ibid, 156
103 O'Connor, Bibles, Brahmins, and Bosses, 192
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3. Black Political Power Gradually Strengthens

“In Boston,” wrote W. E. B. DuBois in the New York Times in 1901, “the atmosphere has

been more liberal, although by no means unbiased."107 We'll see the contradictions of a city both

welcoming, yet still oblivious or even paranoid about its neighbors, become a recurring theme.

Black Bostonians in the nineteenth century were able to live in relative peace compared

to elsewhere in America, though they could rarely break out of low-income service jobs. Their

concentration in Ward 9 in the West End let them elect a Black representative to the Common

Council every year from 1876 straight to 1895, when redistricting divided their neighborhood in

half.108 The state legislature granted them rights like membership on jury rolls and a ban on

segregation on trains and in public establishments, but unfortunately, active supporters of full

racial equality like William Lloyd Garrison remained an "almost infinitesimal" part of the white

population in Boston, as in Massachusetts as a whole.109

African-Americans consistently remained at or below 3% of the city's population from

the founding of the city up until 1950, but as Mel King and James Jennings wrote, they used

impressive "electoral activism and political sophistication" to try to vote as a bloc and maximize

their influence -- for example, breaking from the Republican Party to vote Fitzgerald for mayor

in 1905 because he had spoken for racial justice while a Congressman (Fitzgerald, in return,

appointed Black attorney E. E. Brown as the city's Assistant Health Commissioner in 1907, the

highest position a Black Bostonian had yet held in the city government). In addition, the

recommendation of Black political figures got Harry Loftin, a Black Roxbury Court officer,

appointed as a probation officer in 1940.

109 O'Connor, Bibles, Brahmins, and Bosses, 123
108 Bergeson-Lockwood, Race Over Party, 15; Lukas, Common Ground, 56
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While the community only once won elected office in Boston between 1895 and 1967

despite several attempts, King and Jennings make a strong case that the unified vote of the

community swung multiple governor, city council, and mayoral races towards the more liberal of

the white candidates.110 They even quote a 1942 interview with Jim Curley, in which Curley

credited Black Bostonians with holding "the balance of power" since they could mobilize 20,000

votes in a city where election margins could come down to 10,000 votes.111

Curley, for his part, again seems to have preferred only symbolic actions for Black

constituents, as with immigrants. When, for example, a white State Representative attacked a

school desegregation plan with a racist slur on the State House floor in 1946, Curley publicly

denounced him,112 but he also ignored Black activists who asked him not to authorize a showing

of the racist film Birth of a Nation.113 He was willing to work with the influential Black political

figures Silas and Balcom Taylor to provide a limited amount of jobs, housing, and gifts in

exchange for Black votes in Ward 9,114 but had almost no Black voices in his administration.

4. Curleyism Fades, Economic Concerns Unite Voters

All of Jim Curley’s political assets - his compelling personality, control over patronage,

and the well of white ethnics resentment he drew on - had faded in relevance by the time he

campaigned for a fifth mayoral term in 1949.115 What mattered to voters in 1949 was the city's

disastrous economic situation. Curley, having built an "urban welfare state" to reward voters, had

pushed Boston city government into paying the highest per capita expenditures in the country for

115 Tebbetts, "Charter Changes in Boston," 33; O'Connor, "Boston Irish," 214-216
114 O'Connor, Bibles, Brahmins, and Bosses, 214
113 Lukas, Common Ground, 58
112 Sokol, All Eyes Are Upon Us, 59
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110 James Jennings and Mel King, From Access to Power: Black Politics in Boston (Cambridge, MA: Schenkman
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welfare, health, and hospitals and granting the highest proportion of people (55,000) public

housing of any large American city.116 Because of Curley’s enthusiasm in antagonizing the

business class of the city, by 1950, it had lost a quarter of its tax base. Its tax rate was the highest

of any major city in the country, and its bond rating one of the lowest.117

John Hynes, the competent, low-profile city clerk who had served as acting mayor while

Curley served federal prison time, decided to try to beat Curley by assembling an unprecedented

coalition of middle-class Irish, Yankee, Jewish and Italian voters, college students, Black voters,

and business interests. He promised them a "clean, honest, and efficient" administration and a

brighter economic future.118 In an election that drew record turnout, Hynes defeated Curley, a

remarkable defeat that "set not only a new tone but also a new direction for the city."119 With the

victory of a shy career civil servant who had never been involved in ward politics, the "Old

Boston" where Yankee-Irish rivalry and patronage system were the driving political forces had

faded away. The start of the new era, however, also set the stage for a new set of conflicts over

racism, exclusion, and representation in government.

Era 3: The New Boston, 1949 - 1983

The era saw three Irish mayors govern in the sort of neutral, detached style that caused

historians to compare them to Hugh O'Brien. If we imagine politics as a pendulum, then in this

era, it swung "away from the neighborhoods, where (power) had resided since the Irish

politicians had wrested control of the city from the Brahmins fifty years earlier, and back to the

downtown interests."120
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I'll briefly review important moments under each of the three mayors of this period --

John Hynes, John Collins, and Kevin While -- focusing especially on the developments that

tested the city government's dedication to representing the interests of its citizens.

1. John Hynes: 1950-1960

Mayor Hynes sought to turn around Boston's financial troubles by bringing together a

"pro-growth coalition" of government and business leaders, university researchers, and labor

unions.121 With his patient, reliable, and calm, cooperative style, he re-established the city

government's credibility and welcomed cooperation with the business community, putting ethnic

rivalry to rest and starting a new period of rapid reinvestment and growth. His most memorable

legacy, for better or worse, was to take full advantage of Title I of the Housing Act passed by

Congress in 1949, which provided generous federal support for cities to buy and clear “blighted

areas” and for developers to build new structures in their place.

For Hynes, this was a perfect opportunity for change. He announced in an October 1954

speech that in Boston, admittedly an "old city," some neighborhoods had deteriorated to the point

where "decay and blight'' could only be "uprooted' with "complete physical change." He pledged

to "wipe out all but a few structures" in those areas. The most famous victim of the campaign

was the West End, a diverse immigrant neighborhood between Downtown and Beacon Hill.

Though West Enders organized and fiercely protested for their beloved neighborhood, they had

no "political clout" on their side, while "Mayor Hynes, most of the city council, and the city’s

business community and newspapers" all supported a plan to level the neighborhood's walk-up

tenements and narrow streets. By 1960, the Boston Redevelopment Authority, the city's new

planning and development agency, had finished demolishing all but a few of the neighborhood's

121 Vrabel, People's History, 9; O'Connor, Boston Irish, 225
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700 buildings, displacing 2,700 households.122 Though sleek institutions like Massachusetts

General Hospital and high-end office buildings now stand in its place, the destruction of the

neighborhood by an intolerant government haunted the city.

2. John Collins, 1960-1968

Collins continued the approach of the Hynes mayoralty: "restore, rebuild, and redevelop,"

as he put it in his inaugural address.123 Knowing that substantial numbers of the city's

professionals had moved out to the suburbs and the city's population had dropped 13% since

1950, Collins prioritized the construction of the offices and luxury apartments he hoped would

attract as many as possible back to the city. He set himself apart from past Irish politicians when

he started meeting with a group of Boston's top bankers and businessmen (nicknamed "the

Vault") each Thursday afternoon. "Against all precedent," they signed a memorandum of

understanding that his administration would build downtown only with their agreement.124

Meanwhile, Collins and the BRA sought to continue urban redevelopment, but after the harsh

destruction of the West End, they had to be selective about the neighborhoods they chose.

City Councilors, lacking in much official power, could still use their platform to

denounce destructive redevelopment plans, and would do so -- at least for their home turf. In the

at-large system, the top nine highest-voted Council candidates in the city got a seat. Boston,

however, was famously parochial. Voters didn't know or care about all the candidates on the

ballot, but they took pride in voting for a candidate they knew from their schools or local

businesses. Candidates from the most populous and cohesive neighborhoods therefore usually

had the base necessary to win; the smaller ones rarely did. The incentive for Councilors to win

124 Lukas, Common Ground, 36; O'Connor, Boston Irish, 231
123 Banfield & Derthick, "Report on the Politics of Boston," II-40
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by speaking to residents in all corners of the city never materialized. In short, having Councilors

willing to start controversies spared neighborhoods like Southie, the North End, and East Boston

were spared from redevelopment. When the BRA targeted small neighborhoods like Charlestown

and Allston instead, those Councilors essentially said nothing.125

Eventually, however, no neighborhood outside of downtown felt satisfied under Collins.

In his efforts to be financially responsible, he had reduced the city's property tax rate, and less

and less playgrounds, schools, parks, and playgrounds were built or maintained, all while the

modern Government Center and the Prudential Center were taking shape. After Collins lost

nearly all of his own city in his unsuccessful 1966 Democratic Senate primary campaign, he

realized he had lost the people's confidence and did not seek re-election in 1967.126 “Collins’s

view was of the city, not of people," explained Barney Frank. "He was fundamentally very

conservative. He did not want to make it easier for poor people. He wanted them to move out,

wanted them to move away.”127

3. Kevin White, 1968 - 1984

In the 1967 mayoral campaign, then-Massachusetts Secretary of State Kevin White

understood that the city was getting more diverse: by 1970, the Irish had dropped to just a third

of the city's population, and people of color were at 20%. White won the three-way race as a

moderate idealist: by advocating for closer attention to the needs of the neighborhoods without

seeming like an old-fashioned Curley-style demagogue. He created a coalition of educated

liberals, African-Americans, and Italians, and after he won, he rewarded all three groups by

127 Vrabel, People's History, 125
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bringing them into his administration in unprecedented numbers.128

White, a clever pragmatist who posed as a bold progressive, created the appearance of

shifting power back to the neighborhoods while consolidating power around himself. He

established fourteen Little City Halls, neighborhood offices throughout the city that would hear

and then follow up on constituent complaints; critics suspected they were used as as campaign

organizations and were used to hire and thus co-opt activists before they could join the new

community development corporations (CDCs) that began rising to counter the city's power.

White convinced Boston banks to offer home loans to poor Black Bostonians through the

B-BURG program, but since he was eager to avoid provoking white resentments, he ensured that

no Black residents got to move to traditionally Irish neighborhoods, and did not notice or

intervene when B-BURG failed disastrously.129 He appointed Black public housing activist Doris

Bunte to the Boston Housing Board, only to start an exhausting conflict with her when she

criticized his patronage schemes. When Black activist Mel King challenged him for mayor in

1979, running in part on a proposal to require city contractors to hire 50% Boston residents, 25%

minorities, and 10% women, White, who "knew a good issue when he saw one," signed an

executive order to enact it just two months before the election and successfully stole King's

momentum.130

Still suffering from a declining population from "white flight" and the legacy of decades

of municipal mismanagement and race-baiting, the city of Boston in this period sank deeper into

disrepair. The police and fire departments, the Charles Street Jail, and the Housing Authority all

came under federal control after lawsuits for either corruption or segregation. Starting around

1973, landlords around Fenway decided to start setting fire to their apartment buildings to collect

130 Vrabel, People's History, 168. Little City Halls: Vrabel 204. Arson: Vrabel 201. Bunte: Vrabel 129.
129 Lukas, Common Ground, 211
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insurance money. Meanwhile, the city tore itself apart over the school desegregation crisis as

fights, riots and protests filled the streets. Then it got worse: after the state’s Proposition 2 ½

restricted property taxes in 1980, the city had to cut its budget by a third and lay off hundreds of

city workers. White, finding all of this impossible to deal with, looked to get by without

seriously trying to address the city's problems.

White developed a habit of hiring more city workers before each re-election campaign

only to lay them off after winning. This eventually led to an "undisguised effort to create a tight

political organization manned by city workers who knew that pay increases and, in fact, their

very jobs might depend on their success at working in precincts and wards."131 By his fourth

term, he increasingly retreated to entertaining influential guests in the elegant Parkman House in

Beacon Hill and traveled to promote Boston's reputation while its people struggled.132 Barney

Frank explained that White’s campaign operation "was so sophisticated" in knowing exactly

when and where they could rely on loyal voters to turn out for them that "they knew there would

be no political price for screwing up."133

White's energetic cooperation with developers has earned him credit for the construction

of much of Boston's modern skyline and the foundation of its strong service economy. He's

credited with completing the process, started by Hynes and continued by Collins, of lifting

Boston from its difficult days in the 1940s back to a "world-class city" that attracts students,

professionals, and tourists. At the same time, however, the Washington Post wrote that its poorer

neighborhoods suffered from "financial anemia, serious racial problems, ongoing political

corruption and a disintegration of city services."134

134 Quoted in Vrabel, People's History, 207
133 Vrabel, People's History, 203
132 Erie, Rainbow's End, 179.
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White, first elected on a promise to return power to the neighborhoods after the

oppression of urban renewal, openly acknowledged in an 1983 interview he had changed his

focus: "bringing life to the neighborhoods would mean nothing if the downtown were to die.

Without rebuilding the city’s economy, the neighborhoods would wither, like branches on a dead

tree."135 In the same interview, he announced he would not seek a fifth term that year.

Bostonians had an open seat for the first time in sixteen years, and were ready to support

someone who would genuinely return the focus of the city to its neighborhoods and address its

racial conflicts.

4. The "New Boston" At-Large Council

In 1976, the Committee for Boston, a group of Boston public servants, community

organizers, educators, technical experts, financial executives, and religious leaders, came

together to research the cause of the chaos and discontent that was manifesting in Boston's

neighborhoods, which, especially after the busing crisis, was too much for most to ignore.

"The problem with Boston's government is a fundamental one: it does not adequately

represent the people," the report gravely concluded. "It does not reflect the diversity of views that

exists within the city, and it therefore provides no forum for the resolution of conflicts." The

worst culprit was the at-large system of City Council elections, which had "allowed several

well-organized sections of the city to repeatedly send representatives to the council." In fact, out

of the 94 Councilors elected between 1951 and 1969, fully 59 of them (63%) were from only

three neighborhoods. "Literally tens of thousands of city residents ... do not identify with the

council because their issues, their neighborhoods, and often their ethnic or racial groups are

135 Kevin White, “Why I Finally Decided to Call It Quits,” Boston Herald, May 27, 1983. Quoted in Vrabel,
People's History, 207
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ignored ... in council deliberations," the report argued.136 When a proposal to change the City

Council to include nine district seats as well as four at-large seats in the fall 1981 election, the

voters easily approved it. With districts and a new mayor for the first time in sixteen years, it was

truly the start of a new era.

Boston City Council Districts
With incumbent Councilors as of January 2022

District 1: Charlestown, North

End, East Boston

District 2: Southie, Chinatown,

Downtown, Seaport, South End

District 3: East Dorchester: Savin

Hill, Neponset, Field’s Corner

District 4: Mattapan, Roslindale,

JP, West Dorchester

District 5: Hyde Park, Roslindale

District 6: West Roxbury, Jamaica

Plain

District 7: Roxbury, South End

District 8: Back Bay, Kenmore,

West End, Mission Hill, Beacon

Hill

District 9: Allston / Brighton

Map source:

cityofboston.gov/images_documents/CityCouncil_redistrict%20_Final_1112012_tcm3-42470.pdf

136 "Increasing Accountability in Boston's Neighborhoods: the Committee for Boston's Plan for Charter Reform."
1976. No publication information included. UMass Amherst Library: JS 608 I53
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Era 4: The Neighborhood Mayors, 1984 - 2011

This time, the pendulum by all means had swung even before the election. The prospect

of an open race for mayor was an opportunity that the people of the city were not going to miss:

the winner this time actually had to be accountable to their needs and adequately represent their

wishes. Social groups and advocacy organizations held seventy-eight “candidates’ nights”

throughout the campaign, and the five major candidates were expected to show up to each event

in church basements, school auditoriums, and living rooms to talk about affordable housing,

schools, crime, and more. In the end, none of the three “moderates” -- former School Committee

chair David Finnegan, former Councilor Larry DiCara, and former State Representative Dennis

Kearney -- made it past the preliminary round.

The two who made it to the general election were State Representative and longtime

Black community organizer Mel King and City Councilor Ray Flynn. They were the ones

"described as so pro-tenant as 'to send shivers of disgust through real-estate entrepreneurs.'”137

Remembering their unusual fashion -- King liked dashikis, and Flynn liked tracksuits -- DiCara

later reflected that "we (the moderates) were wearing suits. But people were tired of suits."138

After a relatively civil campaign between two similar candidates, Flynn became the next

mayor in an election that saw 70% voter turnout, the highest since 1949. That night, he promised

that “the campaign to share the benefits of Boston’s economic progress with all its people has

just begun.”139

139 Vrabel, People's History, 212
138 Larry DiCara, interview with the author, November 1, 2021

137 Alan Lupo, “Housing Policy and Déjà Vu,” Boston Phoenix, April 27, 1982. Quoted in Vrabel, "People's
History," 207
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1. The New City Council

The year 1983 offered Boston voters not only an open mayor's seat but also the first

election of nine district Councilors. The district boundaries were painstakingly drawn to

maximize diverse representation as well as maintain neighborhood identities. Bruce Bolling (the

only Black councilor at the time) and Ray Flynn didn't like seeing the majority-Black South End

grouped into District 2, where it would be drowned out by Irish conservative South Boston

(Flynn's son Ed, interestingly, represents that district today), but despite their objections, the

Council found the map’s efforts sufficient and approved of the it with a 7-2 vote. Kevin White

officially signed it into effect on March 9, 1982.140

The first election with districts, on November 15, 1983, did not disappoint. There had

been just two Black Councilors in the 33-year history of the at-large system. That night

immediately brought a third, Charles Yancey from Dorchester's District 4. That district, and

Roxbury's District 7, have elected only Black candidates since. Grace Romero became the first

Hispanic elected in Boston when she won the District 7 School Committee seat. Fenway and

Beacon Hill's District 8 even sent out Boston's first gay elected official, David Scondras, who

announced his gratitude to lead a campaign that "represents a coalition between young, old,

Black, white and gay people." His opponent, in condeding, acknowledged that Scoundras was

"much more in tune" with "the incredibly strong tide that swept the city . . . the perception that in

the past people had not been granted to public office, and this time they were."141

1. Raymond Flynn, 1984 - 1993

141 Charles Claffey et al, "New Look in Boston: the Nine District Contests," The Boston Globe, November 16, 1983

140 John Powers, "Neighborhood Boy Remaps City; Terry McDermott Solved a Political Rubik's Cube," The Boston
Globe, March 7, 1982. No relation between Terry and the author.
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When Kevin White's initial moves towards racial justice met white backlash, he

essentially gave up. There were so many complaints that White was "giving everything away to

the Blacks" that he asked his accountants to check and confirm that the city was not, in fact,

spending disproportionately in Black neighborhoods. Anthony Lukas argues that most of the city

had such enormous "unmet psychological needs" that white Bostonians assumed that if the Black

population was getting a greater share of attention and resources, it must have come out of their

own.142 Failing to untangle that tension, White learned to avoid it. As a Globe editorial noted, the

otherwise theatrical mayor would visit Black victims of racial violence only in private, and was

content to appeal to them in elections "by depicting himself as the least worst alternative."143

Flynn, on the other hand, brought a relatively fresh perspective: "I walked in here with the firm

belief that neither” (Blacks nor whites) “were getting much of anything.”

By selecting not one but two grassroots progressives in the 1983 preliminary election, the

voters had communicated a rebuke of the "non-political bureaucratic manager" style of the past

three mayors, and Flynn understood his mandate. He re-established the role of the mayor as an

attentive, empathetic leader in daily life by playing basketball with children, riding snow plows,

and showing up with the fire department to house fires. He also created a Mayor's Office of

Neighborhood Services with liaisons to each community and ethnic group and regularly visited

neighborhoods in person.144

Most importantly, as Jim Vrabel explains, he finally answered the social justice demands

activists had pushed for decades: Boston, already suffering gentrification by then, not only "built

more of that housing than any city in the country its size," but also built "much of it in

collaboration with community development corporations." For example, in 1988 Flynn ordered

144 O'Connor, Boston Irish, 272
143 Editorial Board, "The Boston Dilemma," The Boston Globe, December 30, 1983
142 Lukas, Common Ground, 200
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the BRA to delegate eminent domain power to the Dudley Square Neighborhood Initiative, a

community group dedicated to building affordable housing on vacant Roxbury lots. He got the

federal Department of Housing and Urban Development to transfer 2,000 Roxbury and

Dorchester housing units to tenant and community organizations and sponsored a study of bank

lending practices in minority neighborhoods. After winning back control of the Boston Housing

Authority from federal courts, he appointed then-State Representative Doris Bunte to lead it: she

was the   "the first former tenant and first African American woman to lead a public housing

authority in a major American city."145

Flynn’s decision to support turning the School Committee into an appointed rather than

elected board is still controversial, but he nevertheless has earned credit for lowering tensions

and restoring trust between the city and its people.146 The voters easily reelected him to a second

term in 1987. He did especially well with Black Bostonians, winning an astounding 14-to-1

margin of victory in Mattapan's Ward 14, but in a gesture of protest against his promise to

integrate public housing, his home neighborhood of South Boston voted for his challenger.147

2. Tom Menino, 1993 - 2014

City Council President Tom Menino, representing near-suburban Hyde Park's District 5,

rose to the office of acting mayor when newly inaugurated President Bill Clinton appointed

third-term Mayor Flynn ambassador to the Vatican. It was a sudden, coincidental start to the

longest and perhaps most formidable mayoral career in Boston history.

Menino, instead of seeing any grand new vision for Boston, simply wanted a cleaner,

147 O'Connor, Boston Irish, 277
146 ibid, 218
145 Vrabel, People's History, 216
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brighter, more orderly city, and he delivered.148 An "urban mechanic," Menino took exceptional

care to review the details of city policy in order to ensure city services ran smoothly, the streets

felt safe, and the police built stable relations with their community. He was known for showing

up at even the most ordinary community events. Continuing and perfecting Flynn's more humble,

outgoing presence, Menino "reinvented the job of mayor. He would go to every Christmas tree

lighting. There was a survey once, and more than half of all people in the city said they had met

him at some point," explained Larry DiCara. By the end of his first full term, Menino's approval

rating reached an impressive 74%.149

Menino "micromanaged" the BRA, ensuring construction of new buildings ran to his

high standards (developers learned that the easiest way to move a high-rise building proposal

forward was to display a variety of designs and let him pick his favorite).150 Under his leadership,

the city's face noticeably changed. The Seaport district rose from a bleak greyfield of "parking

lots" to a bright business center with a concert pavilion, convention center, art museum, and a

thriving biotechnology sector.151 There was also an influx of young professionals in this era:

former District 8 Councilor Tom Keane remembers old-fashioned Irish South Boston Councilor

Jimmy Kelley bitterly complaining about seeing neighbors going to work in the morning

carrying briefcases in a neighborhood he had only ever known as a blue collar community.152

Menino had a strong network of allies throughout the city and between an impressive

number of diverse groups. He had unprecedented sympathy for the gay community: the first

mayor to march in Pride parades, he also supported the opening of domestic partnership

agreements to gay city employees and welcomed several openly gay civil servants into City Hall.

152 Tom Keane, interview with the author, November 4, 2021
151 Curt Nickisch, "Waterfront Highlights Boston Cityscape Changes Under Menino," WBUR News, April 2, 2013

150 David Boeri, "'Urban Mechanic' Menino Never Wanted To Be Anything More Than Mayor," WBUR News,
October 30, 2014

149 Larry DiCara, interview with the author, November 1, 2021
148 Vrabel, People's History, 227
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Called the "first Black mayor," his daily commute through Mattapan kept him sympathetic to the

quality of life of Black Bostonians, and he was a driving force behind the Ten-Point coalition of

religious leaders working for Black and Latino youth.153

Those relationships, his popularity, his constant presence in the neighborhoods, and the

economic growth he oversaw all contributed to his unprecedented five terms in office; his

ruthless leadership style helped as well. In the name of efficiency, he was willing to dispense

with other points of view. City Council members who voted against his annual budget proposals

could expect to see construction projects in their district canceled. Politicians who challenged

him for mayor would not only lose their campaigns but also their career prospects, as Councilor

Sam Yoon found when trying to find a job after his unsuccessful 2009 campaign.154 "Running

against the mayor," he later told the Atlantic, "was like running against an institution

synonymous with Boston."155

3. Activism in the Neighborhoods Era

After some notable victories in housing and employment policies in the previous decades,

political activism in Boston quieted from the mid 1980s through the late 2000s. Voter turnout has

also never recovered from the heights of 1949, 1967, and 1983. Jim Vrabel supposes that it was

because the city was increasingly made of young people, professionals new to the city, and

immigrants, all of whom have less long-term engagement in city politics.156 In 1995, Thomas

O'Connor wrote that he supposed that the defeat of Mel King in 1983 and the lack of significant

change in living conditions caused "serious disenchantment and alienation in the Black

156 Vrabel, People's History, 228
155 Rachael Allen, "The Next Mayor of Boston?" The Atlantic, April 22, 2019

154 Tom Keane, interview with the author, November 4, 2021; Professor Erin O'Brien, interview with the author,
November 18, 2021

153 ibid
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community" that low turnout reflected.157 Alan Lupo added that the transition to an appointed

School Committee in 1991 put even less at stake for voters.158 Whatever it was, it was serious: in

1997, Menino became the first mayor in the city's history to face no challenger at all.159 By the

end of his time in office, Larry DiCara had told Vrabel that the electorate had shrunk to just

“public employees and the captive elderly.”160

At the same time, the city's minority population shot up from 41% in 1990 to 50.5% in

2000: immigration from East Asia, the Caribbean, and Central America had quietly made Boston

a majority-minority city with an increasingly disproportionate lack of representation in

government. In fact, no African-American candidate won citywide office between the 1977

election of John O'Bryant to the School Committee and 2009 at-large election of Ayanna

Pressley to the City Council. "A severe disjunction now exists between the distribution of power

and the shape of the populace," argued UMass Boston Professor Paul Watanabe in a 1996 report.

Of course, since participation was pretty low across all demographic groups, Watanabe

supposed that even a small increase in participation by Black and brown voters could mean

significant political gains.161 Like Boston in the 1890s, the leadership of the city had fallen

behind the times, but inertia kept it tentatively in place. The trend of high turnout in Irish and

Italian neighborhoods and persistent "cynicism" in Boston's communities of color explains why

the socially conservative, gun-toting Councilor Albert "Dapper" O'Neill was entering his

twenty-fourth year as an at-large City Councilor at the time Watanabe's report came out. The

stage was set for the right set of leaders to start a revolution -- if they could just get the numbers.

161 Paul Watanabe, et al. "Changing Demographics, Challenges, & New Opportunities for Boston: A Dream
Deferred" (January 1996).  Institute for Asian American Studies, University of Massachusetts, Boston.

160 Vrabel, People's History, 228

159 Richard L. Berke, "The 1997 Elections: Mayoral Races; For Incumbents in Cities, Celebrations Came Easily,"
The New York Times, November 5, 1997

158 Alan Lupo, "In Boston, few run; Council race's field lacks size, diversity," The Boston Globe, April 30, 1995
157 O'Connor, Boston Irish, 289
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Era 5: Progressive Boston, 2012 - Present

Change started gradually with the at-large Council victories of Felix D. Arroyo in 2003

and Sam Yoon in 2005, the first Latino and Asian Councilors, respectively. But when Ayanna

Pressley not only won an at-large City Council seat in 2009 but also scored the highest number

of votes in the entire city, Boston's political class was really caught off guard, as Professor Erin

O'Brien explains. With single-party control of the city and no real competition, political insiders

felt no need to reach out to new communities and instead recruited candidates from their own

college and career networks, perpetuating white monopolies on power with a "complete lack of

self-awareness." The "old guard did not think (Pressley) would win," said O'Brien, but she won

big and she won with no help at all from the establishment.162

1. The Progressive Council

What was said about Pressley later on at the time of her Congressional win - that she "is

lighting the path for minority groups, who now realize that 'if she can do it, we can do it too,'"163

could have been said just as well about her 2009 council win. In 2007, for context, there were

three men of color on the council and eleven white members. A string of victories followed for

progressive candidates of diverse backgrounds over the next decade and a half: Michelle Wu in

2013; Andrea Campbell and Annissa Essaibi-George in 2015; Lydia Edwards in 2017; Ricardo

Arroyo and Julia Mejia in 2019; and Kendra Lara, Tania Anderson, and Ruthzee Loujienne in

2021. It was in 2019 that, with seven Asian-American, Black or Latino Councilors, white

163 Katherine Q. Seelye and Matt Flegenheimer, "Ayanna Pressley's Victory: A Political Earthquake That Reflects a
Changed Boston," The New York Times, September 5, 2018

162 Professor Erin O'Brien, interview with the author, November 18, 2021
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members, for the first time, became the minority.164

New Councilors have started hearings on diversity in Boston's public safety services and

its contracting, and pressured then-Mayor Walsh to allocate more money away from the police in

June 2020.165 More traditional politicians like Dorchester's Frank Baker have suddenly found

themselves the minority when they express skepticism on the new wave of progressive policy

proposals like regulation of Airbnb, a new tax on high-end real estate deals, and removing fares

on public transit. In February 2020, Baker told the Globe he expected the new members were

"just going to harass the mayor for the next two years."166 Larry DiCara agrees that "the Council

should work with the mayor to pass a budget and govern the city. It's not a soapbox. Some of

these new Councilors don't seem to get that."167

Not all of the traditionalists are so skeptical, however. When asked about Ayanna

Pressley's win over Michael Capuano in 2018, Ray Flynn put the shift in historical perspective:

“the Irish came into political power. And then the Italians. And now you’re seeing the immigrant

population and the minorities starting to get some real political strength in Boston. That’s a good

thing. That means they really feel empowered. They feel like they’re part of Boston.”168

2. Mayor Marty Walsh, 2014 - 2021

After Menino announced he would not seek a sixth term, the 2013 election offered an

open field for the first time in thirty years. Unlike 1983, however, no candidate of color made it

168 Seelye and Flegenheimer, "Ayanna Pressley's Victory: A Political Earthquake."
167 Larry DiCara, interview with the author, November 1, 2021

166 Milton J. Valencia, "In Dorchester, he’s Frank. In increasingly progressive City Hall, call him Councilor No," The
Boston Globe, February 16, 2020

165 Jennifer Smith, "  Cllr. Campbell calls for hearing on diversity in public safety agencies," The Dorchester Reporter,
April 23, 2018;  Quincy Walters, "Despite Strong Criticism Of Police Spending, Boston City Council Passes
Budget," WBUR News, June 24, 2020

164 Barry, "Boston, Long Led by White Men, Votes in New Guard"; Dorchester Reporter Editor Bill Forry, interview
with the author, October 7, 2021
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to the final round. This time, it was two fairly progressive Irishmen: State Representative Marty

Walsh and at-large Councilor John R. Connolly. Knowing that the Harvard-educated, Globe-

endorsed Connolly attracted the city's professionals, Walsh, a lifelong union leader and son of

Irish immigrants, decided to pin his hopes to an unprecedented extent on Boston's Black and

Hispanic communities. He won the endorsement of three candidates of color who had lost in the

preliminary round, sent his supporters to blanket Roxbury with flyers showing him posing with

them, and promised to build a municipal workforce that reflected the city's diversity.169

It worked: Walsh won with an unprecedented coalition that combined his relatively

conservative Irish home base voters with Black voters in the central neighborhoods. The

uncomfortable coalition, in a way, set the tone for his mayoralty. He hadn't quite served two

terms before resigning to serve as President Biden's Secretary of Labor in March 2021, so it may

be too soon to easily judge his legacy and performance in context, but as far as racial

representation goes, I'll provide the best brief impression I can.

Walsh may be remembered as a transitional figure between the ruthless Irish (and the

lone Italian) mayors of the 20th century and the more optimistic and collaborative model of

leadership that has defined Wu as a Councilor and (and likely will as a mayor). Walsh has always

been known as a more forgiving and friendly figure than Menino; he was even willing to chat

and shake hands at public events with his 2017 challenger, Tito Jackson.

Walsh was not always on the forefront of progressive reform, but respected that he ran a

majority-minority city; he seemed like a traditionalist mayor, but one who didn't want to fight

change. That put him in an uncomfortable no-man's land at times: he "didn't play hardball" with

169 "Equity, Access, and Opportunity Report Card: The Walsh Administration’s Efforts and Results." Boston Branch,
NAACP, October 22, 2017; Larry DiCara, interview with the author; Bill Forry, interview with the author; Andrew
Ryan, "Walsh wins coveted backing of Arroyo, Barros," The Boston Globe, October 8, 2013; Andrew Ryan,
"Connolly leads Walsh, but race is fluid, Globe poll finds," The Boston Globe, October 23, 2013
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the Council, says Tom Keane; Keane thinks Walsh has no one to blame but himself for being the

first mayor in modern times to face challenges from an increasingly assertive Council. Larry

DiCara agrees: "maybe he was too much of a State House guy, and he didn't understand the rules

in City Hall."170

Walsh had been the "unofficial mayor of Savin Hill" before he was officially mayor, as a

beloved union president and civic association leader as well as a State Representative for

decades.171 It wasn't the easiest transition to lead the city in a time of rising demands for racial

justice. Just weeks before his first re-election in 2017, the Boston NAACP Branch released a

"report card" of his first term. They gave his administration's Minority & Women Business

Enterprises Program an "F" for the small amount of expenditures it actually received; they gave

him a "D" for hiring within his networks rather than seeking an administration that

proportionally represented the city; a "D" in his results for seeking more diverse BPS teachers;

and an "F" for his results in seeking a more diverse Police and Fire Department.

Walsh, in more generous terms, was an incrementalist. He still coasted to re-election and

remains a widely popular figure in the city. He never did, however, promise to completely

transform the city's relationship with its disadvantaged communities, and for all his good work,

never did seek that transformation.

3. Kim Janey, 2021

At the City Council's first meeting of the 2020 term, like at the first meeting of every

term, the Council's first task was to designate a President, who would be responsible for

presiding over meetings but would also, more importantly, take over as Mayor if the incumbent

171 Simon van Zuylen-Wood, "Marty Walsh Is Not Tom Menino," Boston Magazine, April 3, 2016
170 Tom Keane, interview, 11/4/21; Larry DiCara, interview, 11/1/21
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were to leave office. The top two contenders for the job were Matt O'Malley, the white District 6

Councilor, and Kim Janey, the Black former community organizer and District 7 Councilor. With

the rest of the Councilors split in their loyalty, the tie-breaking vote fell on newly-elected District

8 Councilor Kenzie Bok, who made the fateful decision to choose Janey. “I really felt a sense of

history, as part of the first-ever female majority on the Boston City Council, and felt that

therefore Kim was the right choice for that moment,” she later reflected.172

It was a prescient decision. As soon as the US Senate confirmed Marty Walsh to

President Biden's Cabinet, Janey took over for the rest of his term, becoming at once Boston's

first female and first Black mayor. She framed her ascension as a "new day" for Boston: a chance

for a leader who had personally experienced busing and life in Roxbury to bring new perspective

to the decisions that come through the mayor's office.173 She acknowledged the huge gaps in

wealth, school achievement, and life expectancy around the city, committed to a just pandemic

recovery, and promised to address disparities in city contracts towards women- and

minority-owned businesses.174 She also started a campaign to highlight the city's diverse talents

and did not hesitate to acknowledge, and commit to fight, Boston's racist image.175

Janey ran for a full term but did not make it past the preliminary round in September

2021. Constant attacks from opponents and a series of political crises spun the media narrative

around her leadership out of her control, but at least one commentator has put blame on Janey

herself as well, citing her perhaps-too cautious approach to communicating and governing.176 She

was, in a way, a victim of Boston's long-enduring perceptions about who belonged and did not

176 Joan Vennochi, "It was Kim Janey’s race to lose and she lost it," The Boston Globe, September 15, 2021

175 Travis Andersen, "‘We all have a lot of work to do’ to overcome Boston’s reputation as a racist city, Janey says,"
The Boston Globe, April 5, 2021

174 Bob Oakes and Wilder Fleming, "Acting Boston Mayor Kim Janey Says Systemic Racism, Inequality Are Top
Priorities," WBUR, March 23, 2021

173 Danny McDonald and Travis Andersen, "Kim Janey sworn in as acting mayor of Boston; ‘Today is a new day,’"
The Boston Globe, March 24, 2021

172 Adam Reilly, "The Inside Story: How Kim Janey Became Boston's Acting Mayor," GBH News, June 8, 2021
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belong in leadership. She did not try to run for mayor until she already occupied the seat

because, "as a daughter of Roxbury, she didn’t believe it was possible." Janey had a successful

career and had seen Black women win before, but as for being mayor herself: “I just didn’t think

I could. You can’t be what you can’t see.”177

4. Michelle Wu, 2021 - Present

Michelle Wu, the city's top vote-getter in the 2019 Council elections, was the first 2021

mayoral candidate to announce a campaign, and as soon as Walsh was out of the running, she

took the lead and never let it go. She released plans, one after another, for bold, progressive

change, including free public transit, rent control, a city Green New Deal, and abolishing the

BRA (now known as the BPDA) to give more development power to community groups.

In the election, she "dominated with Asian American voters, voters who have recently

moved to Boston, highly educated voters, and voters who identify as left-leaning," reported

Eileen McNamara for the New York Times. Mentioning her general election rival, she went on to

say that "it is a measure of how much Boston has changed that Ms. Essaibi George failed in her

bid to brand the Chicago-born Ms. Wu as an outsider… a poll last month found that 59% of

likely voters said it did not matter to them whether a candidate was Boston born and reared."178

Wu's success is, for one thing, a sign that neighborhoods and ethnic groups are fading as

driving forces in voting, and that ideological and policy issues seem to be replacing them.

Residents still care about city services, and she'll still be expected to "get the snow off the

streets," but she might also demonstrate for the first time that a multiracial coalition can come

together for climate and social justice goals. If so, Wu may not represent a swing of the

178 Eileen McNamara, "Michelle Wu Proved That Boston Isn’t the Same Old Boston Anymore," The New York
Times, November 3, 2021

177 Jeneé Osterheldt, "Old Boston versus New Boston: Annissa Essaibi George is not the future," The Boston Globe,
September 15, 2021
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pendulum: she could represent it starting to slow down towards the center, where all people and

neighborhoods are increasingly close to equal in the distribution of city resources.
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2.2 Institutional Analysis

In the introduction, I explained that my central question asks how well Boston's city

government represents its people and how that has changed. The historical overview of Boston I

provided illustrates the shifts in power - the "pendulum" - between groups over the last two

centuries. I explained in section 1.2 that to measure the extent to which all groups in the city had

access to descriptive representation, I would investigate how the city's political culture and

institutions measured up to two sets of expectations. The first set determines which theory from

the urban political literature - pluralism or group theory - was the best to explain the city's

distribution of political resources. The second determines whether a political or professional

model best describes its electoral institutions.

If Boston is pluralist:
1. Different coalitions win power fairly regularly. One incumbent and their supporters don't

have complete, self-perpetuating domination over resources and decisions.
2. Minority interests can influence policy, sometimes against the will of established

economic and political figures like developers and executives.
3. Candidates for office look to include as many people as possible in their coalitions and

every group gets a fairly regular chance to join a winning coalition.

If Boston follows a political model:
1. The City Council should be elected fully or at least partly by district.
2. The city should run concurrent, even-yeared, partisan elections.
3. There should be proportional turnout, even for less politically-engaged voters (cities are

not responsible for all of this, but should be accountable for whatever portion they are).

At the end of this section, I will conclude when exactly Boston's political structure has

been pluralist and when it has followed the political model. That will let me explore, in the next
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section, whether those factors did in fact create better descriptive representation, along with all

the benefits expected to come with it.

Electoral Institutions

Boston, as I found, did follow the national trend: in the latter half of the 19th century,

immigrants gained political power through the political model, and the Anglo-Saxon

establishment took it back through the professional model. I'll briefly trace exactly how this

model played out through history over three stages, and how it confirms or stands apart from the

overall story provided by historians like Murphy and Trounstine.

1. Political Model 1822 - 1909

From the founding of the city to 1895, Boston held a mayoral election every single year. I

don't have a source for what time of year elections were held, but since mayoral terms have

always started in January or February, and O'Connor reports that Hugh O'Brien's victorious 1884

mayoral campaign "rode the Democratic wave that swept Grover Cleveland into the White

House,"179 it's fair to assume that the city held elections in November on the same ballot as state

and national elections (as opposed to the professional model trick of choosing some other time of

year. Ferguson, Missouri, for example, has used an April date for municipal elections, to

devastating effect).180 Since less engaged voters are more willing and able to take time off to

participate in elections that feature high-stakes contests, electing a President on the same ballot

as a municipal government would certainly have served to bring in the greatest possible number

of voters.

180 Brian F. Schaffner, Wouter Van Erve, and Raymond La Raja, "How Ferguson exposes the racial bias in local
elections," The Washington Post, August 15, 2014

179 O'Connor, Boston Irish, 121
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In addition, the ward-based Common Council successfully provided access for the

enterprising new class of Irish politicians, and for Boston's Black community. We know that the

Black community elected one Black councilor every year between 1876 and 1895 in Ward 9,

despite being no more than 2% of the city's population.181 In the same period of time, Council

seats let the Irish gain a fairer share of influence and patronage in the city even while they were

still too few in number, or too disorganized, to take the mayor's office.

Patronage deserves a quick discussion, since it was a benefit of descriptive representation

to the Irish, and was a driving force for the Yankees to restrict representation. Historian J. W.

Ward captured the nuances of their separate political orientations by explaining that Yankees

approached politics in the "rational" style: they looked for educated, pragmatic, and honest

leaders who would make impartial decisions and reject self-serving schemes and cronyism, and

saw patronage as an abuse of public goods. The Irish, however, saw it completely differently:

they practiced what Ward called "ethnic" politics, where the most important job for a politician

was to use public resources to personally help their family, friends, and supporters. Constituents

simply wanted "food, water, and shelter," explained Martin Lomasney, the Boston Irish political

boss, and "a politician in a district such as mine sees to it that his people get these things."182

Winning political model elections gave the Irish a chance to manipulate municipal hiring

and contracts for their friends and supporters. What's important to understand, however, is that

getting those jobs meant access to a more stable life for a once poor and excluded group. In fact,

it's not too much to say that patronage was, overall, a good thing: there's some agreement among

182 Tebbets, "Charter Changes in Boston," 10

181 See Robert C. Hayden, "African-Americans in Boston: More Than 350 Years" (Boston: Trustees of the Boston
Public Library, 1992), 94 for a list of 19th century Black city councilors. See "From the Great Migration to Boston's
Charlestown Navy Yard" from the National Park Service for Black population numbers, 1900 - 1950
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historians that city machines "been viewed positively as integrators of the poor and providers of

social welfare services to immigrant populations.”183

Thus the Irish, slowly but surely, began accumulating a share of city resources. Before

the Civil War there had been only one Irishman on the 48-member Common Council, but in

1870, there were "at least a half dozen." Though only one Irishman briefly served as a police

officer before the war, there were 100 out of them on a force of 715 (or 14%) by 1877.184 The

Irish share of the city workforce as a whole rose from 5% in 1870 to 32% in 1900.185

The story of the 19th century Irish may not be the main focus of this project but it shows

the potential of a city run on "political model" elections to provide for a relatively poor group

that had been excluded from power.

2. Professional Model, 1909 - 1983

The move to a professional model really began with the charter of 1895, which extended

mayoral terms from one to two years starting that fall. Since then, mayoral elections have always

fallen in the autumn after a Presidential election. That means that not since 1892 have Bostonians

been able to vote both for mayor and a President on the same ballot.

While the 1895 charter changes were textbook Yankee reforms, the 1909 reforms were

unique. First, Boston reformers created an exceptionally strong mayor. Reformers elsewhere

usually weakened the mayor or replaced the position entirely with a hired city manager to

prevent unqualified demagogues from taking charge.186 Second, instituting at-large elections was

a standard move for those who wanted to "shift electoral power toward a single median voter,"

186 Jessica Trounstine, “Representation and Accountability in Cities,” Annual Review of Political Science 13
(2010), 409

185 Erie, Rainbow's End, 59
184 O'Connor, Boston Irish, 112-118

183 Joseph D. Reid and Michael M. Kurth, "Strategic Factors in Nineteenth Century American Economic History"
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 428
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but by 1909, the Irish were becoming the median voter. The reforms would have worked better

for the Yankees had they implemented them in the 1880s, when they still had the majority. If

anything, by 1909, they should have strategically drawn districts just to dilute Irish power.187

Instead, Boston's reformers seem to have drawn on their frustrations trying to do business

with a confusing and deeply corrupt Common Council when they drew up the new charters

empowering the mayor at the expense of the Council. The strong mayor government, created so

that one figure rather than murky council committees could be responsive to businessmen's needs

and held accountable for supervising and controlling runaway spending,188 defines Boston

politics to this day. Of course, ironically, it also gave Mayor Jim Curley what must have been a

thrilling amount of freedom to ignore businessmen and start with runaway spending.

Massachusetts Republicans changed the City Council back to a ward-based system in

1924 in an attempt to bury old resentments and appeal to immigrant voters, but without any

change in the mayor's power, the Council was still mostly irrelevant to city affairs. The brief

return to wards is mostly forgotten from history. Most interesting for the study of representation

is the at-large system's second turn from 1951 to 1984, a structure which managed to avoid

reflecting the growing diversity of the city to an outrageous extent.

In Edward Banfield and Martha Derthick's 1960 Report on the Politics of Boston, the

authors are direct about the implications about the at-large system, which had been in effect for a

decade at that point. In retrospect, it’s hard to believe that the government of Boston was chosen

for over thirty years under the conditions they describe.

To get elected to the City Council, a candidate must be Irish or, possibly, Italian. Of
the 45 Councilmen elected since Plan A went into effect in 1951, six have been Italian

188 Tebbetts, "Charter Changes," 5

187 See Trebbi, Aghion, & Alesina 2008 for a discussion on using districts strategically for that purpose. Most of the
literature says that districts help racial minorities get representation, but there are skeptics that say that they can be
used to hold off power from a group that's reaching a majority, like Black residents of Southern cities.
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and all the rest Irish. There (have been) no Jews or Yankees, and no candidates from
the outlying parts of the city like Charlestown, Allston, or Hyde Park. It is not too
much to say that one-third of the electorate is excluded from office.

Issues are not important in Council campaigns, and of course there is no party
machine to help the candidates… the ethnic ring of their names is especially
important. "Unless I know someone (on the ballot)," a Dorchester wife recently told
an interviewer, "I just look for the best Irish names."

In the five Council elections prior to (the 1949 charter change), the 110 councilors
elected included four Italians, nine Yankees, 12 Jews, and one Negro.

"In the old days a little guy could get elected," (an unnamed old politician) recently
complained. "All that was necessary was that his neighbors trusted him. Now you've
got to have money and connections to win. In the old days, if a person needed help, he
went to his Councilor and got action. But who is there to go to now? There's no
representation anymore." 189

It is obvious that the at-large Council didn't come close to a fair democratic system. For

one thing, it definitely did not achieve its purpose of forcing Councilors to look out for the

interests of the whole city. Unsurprisingly, the report mentions that "in the 1959 election, all

winning Council candidates did best in their home wards." By the time the 1976 Committee for

Boston report came out, the trend had worsened to the point where the Council simply

guaranteed representation for the most heavily populated or most politically active wards in the

city while effectively disenfranchising the rest.190

Had they been writing a few years later, they might have also talked about how

Councilors from the represented neighborhoods did not step in when the BRA targeted

neighborhoods other than their own for urban renewal. In fact, Vrabel says that the "West End

was chosen because of its lack of political clout." It used to be the home of legendary ward boss

190 "The Committee for Boston's Plan for Charter Reform," 6
189 Banfield & Derthick, "Report on the Politics of Boston," II-20, II-28
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Martin Lomasney, but "Lomasney was long gone, and there was no place in the New Boston for

politicians who practiced the old-school constituent-oriented politics they way he did."191

3. 1984 - Present: Still Mostly a Professional Model

The 1982 switch to district elections succeeded in immediately diversifying the council

by bringing on an additional Black member (Bruce Bolling had served one term as only the

second Black man ever elected at-large when the charter changed) and two more Italians (if, by

Boston's standards, Italian representation means progress).

I believe the districts deserve credit for citizens seeing their votes translate into a greater

number of descriptive representatives. Black representatives served just three terms in total in the

at-large era; by creating District 7 for Roxbury and the South End and District 4 for Mattapan

and west Dorchester, however, there have always been at least two Black members since 1983.

It's hard to prove what kind of difference it has made to have Black Councilors present.

Any increase in diversity has the potential to help to tamp down racist rhetoric and encourage

more inclusive thinking behind the scenes.192 Still, it's safe to assume that being one of the two or

three Black Councilors against ten or eleven White Councilors - as was the case for about thirty

of the last forty years - was intimidating. A group of descriptive representatives that is constantly

in the minority doesn't have the "critical mass" that Mansbridge would have wanted to sway the

Council from doing what it already intended to do.193 Even Ayanna Pressley felt she couldn't

"throw bombs" when she was the only Black woman on the Council (and, in the term starting in

2012, the only woman at all).194 Running district elections may have given more chances for

194 Laura Krantz, "Facing their toughest challenge, members of ‘the Squad’ turned to Pressley for her ‘positive,
loving tone,’" The Boston Globe, July 16, 2019

193 Mansbridge, "Should Blacks Represent Blacks," 636
192 Uriarte, Jennings, and Douglas, "The Silent Crisis," 53
191 Vrabel, People's History, 8
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descriptive representation, so the city did move closer to a political model. With so much

financial powers transferred to the mayor, however, for the first few decades after

implementation, districts didn’t give Black Bostonians the same foothold to political resources

that the Common Council wards gave to the Irish in the late nineteenth century when each group

still had a relatively small share of voter support.

Worse, Boston’s electoral system still fails to create the best possible opportunity for

voters to come out and choose those representatives. Elections are still held on an off-year

schedule, and this is definitely at least partly to blame for persistent low turnout, especially in

years without a mayor on the ballot. 2007 was one of those years. The city's first ever Latino

councilor, Felix D. Arroyo, lost his at-large seat when running for re-election, since "turnout was

especially low in nonwhite communities and disproportionately strong in traditionally white,

Irish enclaves of South Boston, West Roxbury, and Dorchester."195 It's easy to understand why

the Committee for Boston report recommended extending Council terms to four years, aligned

with the mayoral cycle: people, especially those alienated from the political process, will

generally be more willing to take time to vote if the ballot has "raised stakes" such as a mayoral

or Presidential candidate.196 Party identification, which used to be a proxy for ethnic identity,

would have been more significant for democratizing politics during the Irish-Yankee rivalries,

but wouldn't make much of a difference now that those on all sides of Boston's political rivalries

overwhelmingly identify as Democrats.

196 See Hajnal and Lewis, "Municipal Institutions and Voter Turnout in Local Elections," 2003
195 Donovan Slack and Matt Viser, "Turnout at polls lowest in decades," The Boston Globe, November 7, 2007
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Excerpt from Harvard Kennedy
School DPI-663 analysis:

Election turnout is much higher
in years with mayoral elections
(2005, 2009, 2013, 2017).
There’s anywhere from a 38 to 70
percentage point gap between
the lowest turnout precinct and
the highest turnout precinct in a
given election year.
Low turnout areas tend to have
any or all of the following
factors: few people who have
lived in the neighborhood for at
least a year, a large population,
a high poverty rate, and many
university students.

Pluralism vs. Group Theory

Political resources - money, connections, control over institutions - don't have to be equal

for a political system to be pluralist and for a democracy to function, as Dahl argued. They just

have to be "dispersed" rather than "cumulative"; one individual or group should not dominate all

the resources, and all groups should have access to some, so that any group can join a coalition

and put up a solid challenge to whatever regime is in charge. If that's the case in Boston, then we

can expect that new groups will be able to bring together resources and challenge the power

structure when it doesn't speak for them. If Stone and Peterson are right instead of Dahl,

however, then we'll find that the business community and their allies have been the only ones

able to hold together a lasting coalition, and no one else has had a chance.
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I'll look for insight into the concentration of power in the city by analyzing three

institutions: the city council, the business sector, and the mayor's office. Who in the city holds

the most power? What does the relative power of each institution tell us about the ease of getting

representation as a city resident? I'll finish with a discussion about the general rate of political

turnover in the city.

1. The City Council's Relative Power

Boston's City Council is exceptionally limited in its power compared to other cities. It

cannot approve the mayor’s Cabinet chiefs and doesn't have direct authority over zoning. It can

vote for or against the mayor's annual proposed budget and reduce specific items, but cannot

increase spending or shift resources among departments. Larry DiCara shared that John Collins

once told him that a mayor who couldn't get a majority of votes from the Council to pass laws

"didn't deserve to be mayor," and said that Flynn and Menino "never lost a major vote."197 In fact,

in 2014, Mayor Marty Walsh's administration drew an organization chart of Boston's city

government and forgot to include the Council entirely.198

Former Councilor Tom Keane acknowledged that the job is "not an elevated position,"

and the routine policy tasks are "not grand issues, not issues of war and peace."199 Banfield and

Derthick were more blunt: "considering how little prestige or power a councilor has, it may be

hard to see why anyone would want the job."200

The new Progressive Boston era Councilors, however, haven't been satisfied with their

cramped role in city affairs. They started leveraging power however they could to speak up for

200 Banfield & Derthick, "Report on the Politics of Boston," II-23
199 Tom Keane, interview with the author, November 4, 2021
198 Spotlight Team, "A Better Boston? The Choice is Ours," The Boston Globe, December 16, 2017
197 Larry DiCara, interview with the author, November 1, 2021
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the causes they felt that Mayor Walsh or Janey were failing to address (and will probably do the

same for Mayor Wu). Councilors were the voice for those concerned about Boston's bid for the

2024 Olympics. They and pushed Walsh to sign stricter regulations on short term housing rental

companies like Airbnb in 2018201 and to issue an executive order addressing the disparity in

contracts awarded to Black- and women-owned businesses.202

In summer of 2021, the Council took its most serious step yet by putting forward a

charter amendment to grant themselves the power to modify and amend the mayor's

appropriations and to set up the founding of an Office of Participatory Budgeting to allow direct

input from residents on budget priorities. Allowing councilors "only a yes or no vote on a $3.7

billion budget… is outdated and undemocratic," wrote Councilor Lydia Edwards, who argued

that it was time to "bring greater transparency and accountability to the budget process."203 The

amendment was placed on the November 2021 municipal ballot as a binding resolution, and

voters approved it by a better than two-to-one margin, making it officially law.204

The Council's new powers are a positive sign for pluralism in the city: if a resident's

choice for mayor can lose, or the mayor can sideline their interests, that resident still has a

chance to find someone in government willing and able to speak for their interests. Now that

control of political resources in the city just took a step towards greater "dispersal," Councilors

can also build up more of their own name recognition through demanding budget changes, and as

much as that may create concerns over the stability and efficiency of the process,205 I see it as a

205 See Boston Municipal Research Bureau, "What is the Question Anyway?"
204 Alison Kuznitz, "Voters support Question 1 on new City Council budget process," MassLive, November 3, 2021

203 Lydia Edwards, "A yes vote on Question 1 would modernize Boston’s budget process," The Boston Globe,
October 28, 2021

202 Danny McDonald, "Boston councilors demand action after report shows women, people of color land few City
Hall contracts." The Boston Globe, February 10, 2021

201 Rachael Allen, "The Next Mayor of Boston?" The Atlantic, April 22, 2019
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positive step towards ensuring the center of power is more spread out, and that more potential

challengers to unresponsive mayoral regimes can emerge.

2. The Financial Establishment's Influence

Through the 19th century, it seems as though Boston was operating under exactly the

kind of "oligarchy" that Robert Dahl described in early New Haven. The elite Brahmin network

certainly did have a monopoly on social and political capital, and their alliance with the state

government let them repeatedly manipulate the rules to stay in power even after the Irish became

the majority. It's true that when Curley alienated them, the whole city declined, and it led to his

downfall and replacement with a pro-business mayor. It might seem like Peterson was right:

maybe catering to the wants and needs of business is the only way a city can function.

Still, I'm skeptical of the kind of claims advanced, for example, by the democratic

socialist Boston Urban Study Group in their 1983 booklet Who Rules Boston? that "a small and

relatively invisible group of men runs Boston" through control of large institutions, money, and

property, and that "their collective power, when organized, is greater than that of the elected

representative government."206 Like Dahl said about the previous studies on cities he read in his

own time, the fact that the Chamber of Commerce and State Street bankers might meet up to

discuss city policy and endorse candidates does not mean they literally exercise control over city

decisions. In fact, I've haven’t seen evidence that they do.

Since John Hynes' successful "pro-growth coalition," yes, mayors have partnered and

cooperated with business. Collins, especially, worked directly with the city's top bankers (the

"Vault"). They have always done so voluntarily, however: voters wanted more economic

opportunity and lower taxes, and fostering reinvestment in the city was a way to get it done.

206 "Who Rules Boston? A Citizen's Guide to Reclaiming the City," Institute for Democratic Socialism, 1984
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Even then, there were limits. Collins cut taxes to the point where city services suffered, and in

his Senate run, voters retaliated. Among all the talk about how the mayor's office is invincible,

and how no mayor between Curley and Janey has failed re-election, it's easy to miss the fact that

Collins was more or less forced to retire.

So, popular opinion in the city does, in fact, matter. The developers and powerful

businessmen like Suffolk Construction CEO John Fish, for example, were supportive of the

Boston 2024 bid, and they were able to talk Marty Walsh into it too -- but most of the rest of the

city refused to get on board, and the bid collapsed. "That was a case where the economic elites

wanted something and they didn't get it," concludes Professor Erin O'Brien.207

Meanwhile, Ray Flynn implemented the exact kind of redistributive policies that

Clarence Stone and Paul Peterson would have considered unsustainable - granting building and

eminent domain rights to community organizations like the DSNI, the South End's ETC, and the

Tent City CDC, for example - and those popular policies have remained on the books today

without causing capital to flee the city. In fact, Cornell professor Pierre Clavel gave Flynn credit

for resisting the notion that politicians working with business elites would always ensure that

“‘growth’ took precedence over ‘equity’ and ‘social justice,’” and says that Flynn's redistributive

policies through the 1980s "pushed the fundamental structures of … political power a bit more

toward equality in a decade when the nation was moving toward an insupportable inequality.”208

Boston, by that point, was building up enough economic momentum, and was becoming

such an attractive city to invest in, that mayors have had leverage to enforce their demands for

more environmental and social justice regulations on those hoping to do business in the city.

Menino, with his bizarre hatred of flat roofs, even enforced his design tastes when architects

208 Quoted by Vrabel, People's History, 218
207 Erin O'Brien, interview with the author, November 18, 2021
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presented plans for towers like 111 Huntington Avenue. “Boston’s zoning regulations permit flat

roofs,” he wrote in his autobiography, “but in Boston the mayor is stronger than the regulations,

and he decides what gets built, when it gets built, who gets to build it, and how it gets built.”209

Peterson and Stone would have never expected to hear a mayor talk like that, but there it is.

3. The Power of the Mayor's Office

I asked Dorchester Reporter editor Bill Forry who he considered the most powerful

person or group in Dorchester: was it District 3 councilor Frank Baker, or the housing

developers, or maybe the community groups? Bill replied that, no, the mayor is the most

powerful person in Dorchester: "the strong mayor form of government makes that person the

most powerful in every part of the city."210 In fact, the office has more authority than the mayor

of any other big city. Kevin White once called it a “democratic dictatorship.”211 He's right: the

mayor's easy access to hiring, appointments, contracts, and other discretionary powers has

serious implications for the concentration of power in the city. I'll explain three of them.

First, mayors can build overwhelmingly powerful campaign operations. The two

longest-serving mayors, Kevin White and Tom Menino, were willing to use their employees as

political assets. "White has always considered members of his administration and of his electoral

apparatus to be part of one organization," wrote Martha Weinberg in 1981. "All members of

White's organization are expected to work in his campaigns, and many are asked to contribute

money."212 The same trend can be seen decades later in a Globe article about Menino's

"sprawling machine" made of   "dozens, even hundreds, of city workers who make the mayor’s

212 Weinberg, "Boston's Kevin White," 97
211 Spotlight team. "For Blacks in Boston, a Power Outage." The Boston Globe, December 15, 2017
210 Bill Forry, interview with the author, October 7, 2021

209 Jon Chesto, "Menino opens up about how he wielded power to reshape the city of Boston," Boston Business
Journal, October 5, 2014
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political cause their own" by working in his constituent services offices by day and volunteering

for his campaigns at night.213

Second, the involvement of the mayor in essentially all city functions means that it's in

the interest of all organizations and businesses to always stay on good terms with the mayor in

order to keep city contracts, regulations, and decisions working in their favor. Mel King

remembered a Black firemen's association telling him they would support him in his 1979

campaign only as individuals and would do so "quietly;" he accused the city of creating a culture

of fear based on "the professional and economic dependence of Black citizens on City Hall."214

The Globe, in following Councilor Tito Jackson's 2017 challenge to Marty Walsh, also noted the

"isolation" that a mayoral challenger experiences. “The political community, the business

community, they don’t want to be seen as an ally of someone who is opposing the mayor,” said

former Councilor Michael McCormack, explaining Marty Walsh's solid support.215

Third, mayors can use their powers of hiring and firing to directly reward supporters and

punish dissenters. Sam Yoon, the young progressive Councilor who challenged Menino in 2009,

found himself "radioactive" to the city's businesses and agencies, all of whom were eager to stay

in Menino's good grace; he ended up leaving for Virginia.216 Alternatively, Marty Walsh brought

his rivals Rob Consalvo, John Barros, and Felix G. Arroyo into his administration after beating

them in the 2013 mayoral race. Taking jobs under Walsh meant that "it would be virtually

impossible for them to turn around and run against Walsh’s record, or back an opposing

candidate."217 This all applies to the appointed bureaucracy of the city as well: Mel King accused

217 David Bernstein, "Who’s Afraid of Marty Walsh?" Boston Magazine, January 8, 2017
216 David Bernstein, "Exclusive: Sam Yoon Leaving Boston," The Boston Phoenix, June 27, 2010

215 Meghan E. Irons, "Mayoral candidate Tito Jackson gets a cold shoulder from political establishment," The Boston
Globe, October 4, 2017

214 Jennings and King, From Access to Power, 63

213 Stephanie Ebbert, Michael Levenson, Donovan Slack, "A well-tuned political machine, powered by zeal," The
Boston Globe, September 13, 2009
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Kevin White of appointing cooperative Black leaders to prestigious boards and commissions

while isolating municipal officials like Doris Bunte who tried to hold him accountable.218

4. Is There Regular Turnover, or is Power Self-Sustaining?

The strong mayor government and an insular political culture mean that once someone

has won a seat in Boston city government, it tends to be theirs as long as they want. Before Kim

Janey took office in 2021, there had been only four mayors in the previous fifty years.219 Since

1983, according to my count, the Council has seen only eight defeats compared to twenty-nine

voluntary exits. Five districts have never seen a defeat at all.

All Council Defeats, 1983 - 2021
Election Year District Defeated Victor

1993 8 David Scondras Tom Keane
1993 7 Tony Crayton Gareth Saunders
1997 1 Diane Modica Paul Scapicchio
2001 at-large "Dapper" O'Neill Michael Flaherty
2007 at-large Felix D. Arroyo John R. Connolly
2015 4 Charles Yancey Andrea Campbell
2015 at-large Steve Murphy Annissa Essaibi George
2019 at-large Althea Garrison Julia Mejia

An upset in an at-large race means a newcomer was one of the four candidates with the most citywide
votes, while an incumbent running for re-election was not.

"In Massachusetts politics, you're supposed to 'wait your turn' to run for office,” says Erin

O'Brien. "And for people of color, especially women, it's never 'their turn.'"220

"Incumbents have to screw up pretty badly or face a really well organized compelling

candidate to lose," says Bill Forry of the Dorchester Reporter.221 It means that opportunities to

221 Bill Forry, interview with the author, October 7, 2021
220 Professor Erin O'Brien, interview with the author, November 18, 2021
219 Spotlight, "For Blacks in Boston: a Power Outage," The Boston Globe, December 15, 2017
218 Jennings and King, "From Access to Power," 62
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find descriptive representation are rare for those groups that don't already enjoy it.

"Opportunities to seize power," concludes the Globe, "occur here once in a generation."222 They

might have added that it takes numbers even before it takes time. The Irish became the majority

in 1890, but did not elect a mayor until 1905. White Bostonians became a minority in 2000, but a

candidate of color did not win a mayoral race until 2021. It seems that to win descriptive

representation, you have to create a coalition that holds a strong majority of the population, and

then spend an additional two decades just organizing the vote. If that's what it takes, it doesn't

speak to a pluralistic system.

Summary: Pluralism and the Political Model

My argument, as I wrote in the beginning, is in two parts. The first is that one can

evaluate the efforts of the Boston city government to represent the full range of perspectives and

experiences in the city by evaluating the extent to which its institutions and governing culture

provide access to the political influence for all groups, not just those who already have a strong

share of influence. By that standard, Boston's efforts have been terrible.

The city that launched the American Revolution, and stands today as a model for a

forward-thinking multicultural society, has actually shown a concerning tendency towards

oligarchy and resistance to new ideas or movements for change. Those in charge have

deliberately designed some institutions to sabotage newcomers and challengers, and their

successors have continued to enjoy the advantages.

In short, Boston is still mostly a professional model, and not very pluralist. My second

argument is that I expect that those factors should determine the extent of descriptive

representation. Whether they actually do is what I address in the next section.

222 Spotlight, "Power Outage," 2017
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2.3 Analysis of Descriptive Representation

Based on the city's institutions and political structure, I've come up with the following

three expectations to keep in mind when finding out whether Black, Hispanic, and Asian

Bostonians have managed to find a place in Boston's city government. The expectations are

complex and self-contradictory, but so is the city they're meant to explain.

1. The switch to district elections in 1982 should theoretically have helped groups with less
resources and a smaller population to still win representation, so starting after 1983, the
City Council should get immediately more diverse.

2. Low-stakes, nonconcurrent elections likely mean that turnout remains lower than it could
be and those already most engaged in city politics still have disproportionate influence.

3. Mayors are willing to bring in diversity to their administrations, but only to the extent
that it helps them politically. Descriptive representation will increase in the mayor's
administrations and in the city workforce, but only somewhat.

Once I've answered those, I'll still need to answer two more questions to wrap up the points I

raised in my hypotheses.

1. Why are progressive candidates of color winning now?
2. Is there evidence that people are doing better under descriptive representation?
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1. Did Districts Make the Council More Diverse?

The vertical line represents the Council after the first elections from the new districts in 1983.
Note that this graph is reductive. Councilor Julia Mejia (at-large 2020 - present) is a Cape Verdean Afro-Latina,

but I arbitrarily counted her just as a Latina. Annissa Essaibi-George (at-large 2016 - 2022), who identifies as an
Arabic woman of color, is not counted on this graph.

The 1982 district system did allow Black Bostonians to get descriptive representation to a

closer extent than they had up until then: Districts 4 and 7, representing West Dorchester and

Roxbury respectively, have consistently sent Black representatives to City Hall. It took until

Ayanna Pressley's at-large win in 2009, however, to make their Council numbers proportional.

If a group has one member on the 13-seat Council, they have 11% of seats. 11% of the

population, in that case, can be considered a threshold for when the community should have at

least one representative if the Council is to be proportional (not, of course, that they don't

deserve representation below that point; the city government could always have served the public

better with more diverse voices). The Hispanic community reached 11% of Boston by 1990 and

the Asian community was approaching it (8.9%) by 2010. If carving nine Council districts were
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enough to ensure that they had fair representation in proportion to their numbers, then like the

Black community, they both would have had a representative sooner and kept one consistently.

The difference between them and the Black community, of course, is more than just

numbers: it's holding a majority in a close-knit cluster of neighborhoods. This complication does

get mentioned in the otherwise rosy consensus in the research about the power of districts to

diversify city councils: districts can

"increase diversity only when

underrepresented groups are highly

concentrated and compose a substantial

portion of the population."223

This is an important limitation about the

benefits of district elections that needs to

be understood. It explains why, throughout the 1980s and 90s, white Bostonians won not only all

of the at-large seats but also most of the nine districts. They were still the majority of voters in

each district,224 so each district acted like its own at-large system that canceled out descriptive

representation for any group that couldn't vote first past the post. In fact, conservative white

Councilor Frank Baker has continued to win in Dorchester's District 3 and represents it today

even though white Bostonians were counted at only 36% of its constituents in 2015. Some older

Irish and Italian dominated areas in District 3, like Neponset, are historically some of the highest

sources of turnout in the entire city, and carry more than their weight in elections.225

225 Sutherland and DiCara, "Did primary turnout in Boston mark a turning point?"

224 "City Council Districts," BRA Research Division, April 2015. It seems like this is the only time that the racial
composition of the districts was quantified; I would have liked to have known how long District 5, which had only
white representatives until 2020, was majority-minority.
http://www.bostonplans.org/getattachment/e030be7d-3b42-400f-b834-ef55144f01e6/

223 Jessica Trounstine and Melody E. Valdini. “The Context Matters: The Effects of Single Member versus At Large
Districts on City Council Diversity.” American Journal of Political Science 52, no. 3 (2008): 554
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I'm not arguing that the city necessarily needs to impose quotas for the ethnicity of its

elected officials. Race just shouldn't be a barrier in the political system. If it weren't, peoples'

preference for descriptive representation should have naturally created enough opportunity for

candidates, and thus sufficient diversity, by itself. I assumed that Council districts could be a way

to facilitate that process. The reality is more complicated.

2. Do All Groups Turn Out Equally? If Not, Does it Affect Representation?

Suffolk University Professor and elections expert Rachael Cobb explained to me that

once someone votes, they're "on a list": political campaigns know that they're engaged and might

be willing to come out and vote again. Neighborhoods full of high-propensity voters are the best

return on investment for a campaign, so, of course, most candidates see those neighborhoods as

the rational place to aim their appeals.226 "I'm going door to door," (successful) at-large candidate

Stephen Murphy told Globe reporter Alan Lupo in 1995, "on what we've researched to be the

good voters, the proven voters, concentrating on the high numbered and high turnout wards."

Lupo went on to explain that in such a year, with no mayor on the ballot (and with the School

Committee appointed instead of elected since Flynn’s successful 1991 reform), citywide turnout

would be low. Those high turnout wards of "predominantly white middle-aged and elderly

citizens, many of whom are in West Roxbury, South Boston, and parts of Hyde Park, Dorchester

and East Boston," would be especially crucial. Lupo added that "this is not conducive to citywide

success for black, Latino or white liberal candidates, and, indeed, none has emerged."227

"The rule has been low registration, despite voter registration drives, and low turnout,"

Lupo wrote in another Globe article that year. He quoted a Black attorney and unsuccessful 1993

227 Alan Lupo, "In Boston, few run: Council race's field lacks size, diversity," The Boston Globe, April 30, 1995
226 Rachel Cobb, interview with the author, November 18, 2021
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at-large candidate, Eddie Jenkins, who explained that running for a Council seat was expensive

and frustrating for anyone, but "when you do it as a person of color, there are other obstacles, too

-- poor voter turnout and a lack of ability to raise funds." Black Bostonians, who suffered from

"apathy and hopelessness" as a result, understandably tended to turn their attention and talents

elsewhere. 1995 saw no Black or Hispanic at-large Council winners. None even tried.228

Over time, the perception of what Mansbridge called the "social ability to rule" stagnated

for those outside Irish and Italian circles. "When descriptive characteristics" (like being a person

of color) "signal major status differences connected with citizenship," she wrote, "then a low

percentage of a given descriptive group in the representational body" (Boston City Council, in

this case) "creates social meanings attached to those characteristics."229 In other words, Boston

has simply sent the message that it is a city run by and for its white population. No one else

belongs in City Hall, and there's no use in trying. After all, "if you've played a game fourteen

229 Mansbridge, "Should Blacks Represent Blacks," 649
228 Alan Lupo, "Few blacks run citywide; Lack of voter unity keeps most away," The Boston Globe, May 21, 1995
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times and lost each time," said Erin O'Brien, referring to recurring defeats of Black candidates,

"then it's pretty dumb to play for a fifteenth time."230

Fortunately, that perception is not, and never was, unbeatable. Mel King's outstanding

efforts in the 1983 mayor's race "prompted more than 20,000 new voters to register in the black

community, where voter registration rose from 48% the previous year to 82% in 1983."231 Rising

politicians over the last ten years have proved that King's success wasn't a fluke. The best

example came in 2018, when three Boston women of color ran campaigns - Nika Elugardo for

the State House's 15th Suffolk district, Rachel Rollins for Suffolk County District Attorney, and

Ayanna Pressley for the 7th Congressional District - that, like King, sought to "expand the

electorate and ignite the base" and "reach the pool of people who don’t normally vote," as

Pressley's strategist Wilnelia Rivera explained it.232

Unlike 1983, however, 2018 showed that progressive Black-led campaigns could actually

win. Elugardo, Pressley, and Rollins all won office, and all won re-election in 2020. In addition,

Elugardo and Pressley beat exactly the kind of long-serving, high-ranking incumbents that were

supposed to be invincible. "The traditional Boston electoral playbook," wrote Larry DiCara and

James Sutherland, "did not work (in 2018). Victorious campaigns built their vote totals with a

surge of votes from communities of color in Roxbury, Dorchester, and Mattapan; precincts with a

large number of liberal whites in Roslindale and Jamaica Plain; and even parts of

Allston-Brighton with a heavy number of young voters."233

3. To What Extent Have Mayors Been Willing to Create Descriptive Representation?

233 James Sutherland and Larry DiCara, "Did primary turnout in Boston mark a turning point?" CommonWealth
Magazine, October 10, 2018

232 Seelye and Flegenheimer, "Ayanna Pressley's Victory: A Political Earthquake."
231 Vrabel, People's History, 212
230 Erin O'Brien, interview with the author, November 18, 2021
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Kevin White, who got to office in 1967 in large part through the votes of Black

Bostonians, did offer them some amount of city jobs in return. Martha Weinberg puts the number

of minorities in city jobs at 6% in 1967, then at 18% in 1979.234 The Globe Editorial Board,

however, clarified that throughout his tenure, White "had only three blacks at the head of the 55

departments, agencies and offices of city government," which clearly represented a "failure to

bring minorities into key decision-making positions."235 In fact, Weinberg added that White was

able to bring in diverse workers at a time when the scope of local government was expanding, so

he had space to fill and avoided creating an "us-against-them" climate with the "old-line Irish.”236

There is the essential theme: Boston mayors have facilitated the growth of descriptive

representation in the city workforce only to the extent that it hasn’t offended the traditional white

base of workers and voters. That base has enjoyed a “social meaning” of civil service, to use

Mansbridge’s word again, and kept itself insulated from the city's rapid diversification.

The reality is that after becoming the majority of the city and taking control of elected

offices in the early 20th century, Irish politicians filled city institutions with their family, friends,

neighbors and supporters thoroughly enough that they've kept that majority even as demographic

shifts have long since rendered them a minority of the whole city.

Take the school system, for example. Between 1905 and 1976, not only were all School

Committee members white, but 48 out of the 63 total members (76%) were Irish Catholics. Not

only that, but a School Committee in the mid-twentieth century appointed, on average, thirty to

forty custodians, aides, or night school teachers from among their friends and supporters.237 The

Irish, in short, sealed a tight monopoly on the entire system.

237 Lukas, Common Ground, 122
236 Weinberg, "Boston's Kevin White," 93
235 Editorial Board, "The Boston Dilemma," The Boston Globe, December 30, 1983
234 Weinberg, "Boston's Kevin White," 93
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In the 1974 lawsuit Morgan v. Hennigan, federal judge Arthur Garrity found that the

School Committee “knowingly carried out a systematic program of segregation" across the city.

He ordered the desegregation of Boston schools - a fascinating story for another time - but also

ordered that the schools hire 25% Black and 10% "other minority" teachers as a condition of

returning control of the school system from the federal government to the city.238

By the 1993-94 school year, 38% of BPS teachers were people of color. By 2016,

however, that share had actually declined to 36.6% in 2016 as the district gave more hiring

power to principals instead of the central BPS equity office. That year, 86% of all students were

Black, Latino, or Asian, a full fifty percentage point gap from their teachers. There have only

been three years since 2000 has BPS actually met Garrity's 35% standard. “It’s a question of

priorities,” said Miren Uriarte, UMass Boston professor and former School Committee member.

“There’s no commitment to making sure that (diverse hiring) happens.”239

The story is basically the same in the Boston Police Department: Jim Curley filled the

police and fire departments with Irish constituents in his time.240 By 1973, Black and Hispanic

applicants had had enough of the monopoly. They alleged that the Boston Police Department had

discriminated against them in hiring in the 1973 Castro v. Beecher lawsuit. Federal Judge

Charles Wyzanski agreed. "Policemen of one background naturally and often unconsciously

recruit new candidates from their own background," he wrote. "The deepest thrust of any

recruiting effort comes not from public advertising but from the private encouragement of friends

and acquaintances."241

241 Pedro CASTRO et al. v. Nancy BEECHER et al. 365 F.Supp. 655 (US District Court, D. Massachusetts, April 15,
1973). Accessed through WestLaw.

240 Erie, Rainbow's End, 177

239 Naomi Martin, "  Boston’s teacher diversity has barely budged in 10 years. District leaders hope the next decade
will look different," The Boston Globe, October 4, 2021

238 NAACP, "Equity, Access, and Opportunity Report Card," 146
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To "counteract the unconscious lopsidedness of the recruitment of the past," Wyzanski

arranged for a consent decree to give  "tertiary priority" to Black and Hispanic candidates who

pass the entrance exams. It helped until it was lifted in 2004, but when the Department's diversity

numbers are combined with the demographics of the city as a whole, it’s plain to see that the

Department has been at least eighteen percentage points more white than the city as a whole.

Data sources: Castro v. Beecher 1973 for 1960 and 1970, 2015 BPD audit for 1980 - 2015 (p.33), Andrea
Campbell's January 2019 Public Safety Diversity report for 2018 (p.1) Richer at ABC News for 2020.

Note that the share of white officers actually increased in the mid-2000s and has been steady since, because in 2004,
federal courts lifted the affirmative action consent decree put in place by Castro v. Beecher (1973).

Larry Ellison, a Black detective and 40 year veteran of the BPD, told ABC News in 2021

said that he was both honored to serve and yet also "don’t feel like I have been completely

accepted." He continued: “The problem is we turn a blind eye … we try to do things piecework

and we try to do symbolic things."242

What could be said about diversifying the schools and police — that progress was hardly

better in the 1980s than it was in the 2010s — could be said about the city workforce in general.

Under pressure from the Black leadership of the city, Marty Walsh ordered a report of diversity

242 Richer, Alanna Durkin. "'We turn a blind eye': Boston's police remain largely white." ABC News, March 1, 2021
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in the city government as soon as he started his term. The 2015 report drew in part on Census

Bureau statistician Todd Gardner’s 2013 report on diversity in city governments around America,

and shared the finding that "whites have been overrepresented in high earning jobs in Boston and

that gap increased from 1960 to 2010.” It gets worse: compared to New York City, Washington

DC, and San Francisco, Boston in 2010 “also had the largest gap between the highest earning

group (whites) and all other races."243

2015 Walsh Administration Workforce Report, p.5. The Y-axis shows proportionality: a group below 1.0 is
underrepresented in the workforce compared to their numbers in the whole city, and overrepresented if above.

I've seen little evidence that mayors White, Flynn, or Menino took strong action to speed

or strengthen the process of hiring more diverse teachers or police officers. That’s significant by

itself: their extensive powers must have provided them plenty of leverage to pressure city

agencies into more diversity in hiring, and they could have used their platform to build up public

support for a more representative workforce. Instead, they seem to have preferred to avoid

threatening good relations with city unions and steer clear of the uncomfortable situation that

243 "City of Boston 2015 Workforce Report," April 4, 2015, pp. 6-7
https://www.cityofboston.gov/images_documents/2015.04.14%20Final%20Draft-UPDATED_City%20of%20Bosto
n%20Workforce%20Profile%20Report_tcm3-50873.pdf
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would have arisen had young white applicants lost the pipeline to the civil service that had

served their parents and grandparents so well.

Now there's just two more questions to answer to round out the hypotheses before we get

to the conclusion.

1. Why Are Progressive Candidates of Color Winning in Boston Now?

Any political development has several complex reasons that explain it, and it's hardest

to understand movements in the present day. Still, if there's one aspect of representation in

Boston politics that needs to be mentioned, it's coincidental representation. Hometown Inequality

argued that it's a significant factor in determining whether people of color get the policies they

hoped for from their government. Their definition of the concept: "To the degree that the

preferences of a disadvantaged group overlap with the preferences of an advantaged group, the

disadvantaged group will receive representation from elected officials even if elected officials

intended to be responsive only to the advantaged group." 244

In Boston's case, the young, college-educated professionals started moving into the city

have been more than willing to vote for non-white candidates. After Ricardo Arroyo became the

first Latino City Councilor in 2005, Giovanna Negretti, the director of the Latino civic education

and advocacy organization ¿Oíste? argued that the newcomers were a contributing factor. "White

yuppies are gentrifying our neighborhoods, so there is a guilt trip factor here," she said.245

By 2021, commentators were arguing that those young white progressives were, in fact,

the deciding factor. "There's a lot of thought that perhaps the better coalition is, sort of, a

245 Yvonne Abraham, "Arroyo benefits from a wave of change in the city," The Boston Globe, October 26, 2005
244 Schaffer, Rhodes, and La Raja, Hometown Inequality, 25
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coalition of people of color, sort of a rainbow coalition," said journalist Ken Cooper in

November 2021, "But the research shows that allying with white progressives is more likely to

succeed." That was the reason, he argued, that the three Black candidates running for mayor in

2021 - Kim Janey, Andrea Campbell, and John Barros - did not succeed while Michelle Wu did:

Wu was the one who "won the favor of progressives and captured their imagination."246

When it comes to white progressives, there's two important things to think about when

watching Boston politics develop from here onwards. For one thing, they have successfully

disrupted the traditional system. As voters that are highly engaged and willing and able to turn

out, they seem to be supplanting the older Irish and Italians as the most powerful and consistent

voting bloc in the city. By all means, that seems to be good news for people of color, who also

generally want the same redistributive policies that progressives do.

The second thing to think about, however, is that progressivism may stretch only so far.

People of color have "all too often" had to depend on northern white liberals for their ability to

achieve equality, and all too often been let down: "whites frequently helped to forge racial

breakthroughs in what might be termed 'symbolic'; realms—on baseball diamonds, in

human-relations programs, in state laws and in electoral politics," wrote Jason Sokol, while

"economic inequalities and spatial segregation deepened" and went unaddressed.247 Today's

progressive white Bostonains are willing to support idealistic candidates of color. But it remains

to be seen whether they will accept leaders who ask them to sacrifice a tangible part of their

disproportionately high opportunities for wealth and living space for the cause of racial equality.

247 Sokol, "All Eyes Are Upon Us," 25

246 Rath, Arun; Cooper, Ken. "What Do Black Candidates Need To Be Elected Mayor? Coalitions — And Certain
Conditions." GBH News, September 16, 2021
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2. Has Better Descriptive Representation Meant Better Outcomes for Minorities?

We can see signs that, yes, descriptive representation has demonstrated its ability to

"strengthen representational links, foster more positive attitudes toward government, and

encourage political participation," as scholars would have predicted.248

It was, for example, the second ever Black at-large Councilor Bruce Bolling who first

introduced and sponsored a "parcel-to-parcel linkage plan," which leveraged funds for projects to

revitalize Boston's neighborhoods. Both mayoral candidates in the 1983 election endorsed it.249

After Flynn appointed Black former public housing tenant Doris Bunte as head of the

Boston Housing Authority in October 1984, she went out on her first day to collect complaints

from public housing residents. "I was not going to let people sit downtown and make policies for

a place they had never seen," she said. "I was trying to set a tone for the authority and I think it

worked pretty well.” Under Bunte, the BHA dramatically reduced the number of vacant units

awaiting renovation and finally integrated all of the public housing developments in the city.250

In 2013, when restrictions on liquor licenses limited the growth of several small, newer

Black and women-owned restaurants, then-Councilor Ayanna Pressley got the city to issue

seventy-five new licenses, and got some targeted to parts of the city that had been left out for the

longest. The Globe credited her success in "encouraging entrepreneurship and righting a

historical wrong at the same time."251

“We’re fighting to move the needle on some really important issues and most of this stuff

isn’t in the public space,” said Council President Andrea Campbell at a YW Boston event in

251 Editorial Board, "Endorsement: Democrats should choose Ayanna Pressley for the Seventh District," The Boston
Globe, August 26, 2018

250 Vrabel, People's History, 216

249 Robert C Hayden, African-Americans in Boston: More Than 350 Years (Boston: Trustees of the Boston Public
Library, 1992), 35

248 Banducci, Susan A, Donovan, Todd, Karp, Jeffrey. "Minority Representation, Empowerment, and Participation."
Journal of Politics 66, No. 2 (May 2004): 534-556
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2019, citing “community preservation acts, more housing, resources for homeless students."252 In

fact, there's power just in the presence of new faces in government: in Kim Janey, the city had a

leader who, in her own words, wanted to "bring people in who historically have been left out and

felt left out of power and not able to access the mayor's office, or their only interaction with City

Hall is a negative interaction when they're paying off a bill."253

A month after Wu's victory, the Globe covered the opening of a new Roxbury,

Afro-Latina-owned hair and nail salon, whose owner had received assistance from Dominican

Republic-born Councilor at-large Julia Mejia through the pandemic. Mejia connected an

invitation from the owner to the salon's opening to Michelle Wu, who was happy to attend,

speaking Spanish as fluently as English as she met the owner's friends and relatives. "It is hard to

imagine many of Wu’s predecessors working the room of Afro-Latinas with the same ease,"

noted a reporter.254

2.4 Conclusion

Has Boston actually provided for access to political influence for all? I'll end with what

has helped me to understand how political influence in the city has worked and what it has meant

for getting representation. Boston is a city both forward-thinking and old-fashioned, with a long

troubled history as well as a vibrant present and future. The lessons about representation that we

learn from this city came from long periods of discontentment, grassroots organizing, and hard

254 Shirley Leung, "‘Everybody should be represented’: Michelle Wu wants to build a Boston for all," The Boston
Globe, December 15, 2021

253 Rupa Shenoy and Walter Wuthmann, "Kim Janey reflects on short, but historic time as Boston’s mayor," WBUR
News, November 8, 2021

252 YW Boston Blog, "5 insights from Boston City Councilwomen on making history and creating real change in
Boston," April 2, 2019
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fighting, because there was no other way to change things. Boston has something to tell

everyone. Here's my best reading of the three most important ideas.

1. Political Representation is a Self-Fulfilling Prophecy.

"One of the most elementary principles of political life is that a political resource is only

a potential source of influence," wrote Robert Dahl.255 It's one thing to have numbers, and an

entirely different number to translate them into victories in election season.

It took a while for the Irish after 1890 to put their factions aside and work together, and

they were a single group bound by common history and culture. Black, Latino, and Asian

Bostonians hoping to unite to counter-balance Boston's white power structure face an even

tougher road than the Irish did: Hajnal and Trounstine have found that "Blacks, Latinos,

Asian-Americans, and whites tend to vote as blocs and often as competing blocs."256 That's been

a more than relevant consideration in Boston: it is "difficult to find ways of binding people

together" when "relations between racial and ethnic groups have been marred on occasion by

misunderstandings, suspicion, and violence."257

Boston's communities of color have historically not believed that supporting candidates

for office is worth the investment of time, money, and energy -- especially not if the inevitable

loss will be punished by a vengeful mayor.

Even in 2021, with a rising progressive movement and a rare open seat for mayor, less

than a sixth of voters turned out for the preliminary election.   "Folk feel disempowered," wrote

Jeneé Osterheldt. "Imagine how many Bostonians felt so discouraged by a lifetime lacking in

257 Paul Watanabe, et al. "Changing Demographics, Challenges, & New Opportunities for Boston: A Dream
Deferred" (January 1996).  Institute for Asian American Studies, University of Massachusetts, Boston.

256 Zoltan Hajnal and Jessica Trounstine, "What Underlies Urban Politics? Race, Class, Ideology, Partisanship, and
the Urban Vote," Urban Affairs 50 no. 1 (2014), 86

255 Robert Dahl, Who Governs? 271
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representation that they just didn’t go to the polls." This, she argued, was why none of the two

Black candidates -- including the incumbent acting Mayor -- made it to the final round. She

concluded that there is still a lot of work to be done to "ignite the sense of duty and practice of

hope required to make voting a lifestyle."258

Meanwhile, those in power have found it easy to stay in power. Erin O'Brien cited the

way that the current political class draws from their personal networks whenever they want

someone to run for office: "this guy I went to BC High with, this junior partner I know - he could

be great to run," for example.259 Elections are decided before the ballots are cast.

2. Inertia Works For a While, But Numbers Eventually Catch Up

Boston politics, however, is like politics in Dahl's New Haven: dynamic, not static. The

Brahmins before 1890, the Irish populists before the 1940s, and the white conservative

Bostonians before 2000, had numbers, perceptions of invincibility, and a tight network of social

connections in their pool of resources. Both groups eventually lost the first resource, however,

and the other two could keep them in power for another decade or two, but no more than that.

Sooner or later, an outsider will run a campaign that is supposed to be impossible and win.

Professor La Raja borrowed the term "punctuated equilibrium" from evolutionary biology

to describe such a process of political change. There might be long periods of uninterrupted

change but, just as a pendulum can't stay on the edge of a swing, the pressures from outsiders on

a powerful minority are too great to overcome. Turbulent periods of rapid re-alignment in power

happened in 1910 and in 1949, and there's another happening again now.

259 Erin O'Brien, interview with the author, November 18, 2021
258 Osterheldt, "Old Boston versus New Boston"
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3. Politics Has Been a Pendulum. It Doesn't Need to be.

Only in the last forty years have Bostonian politicians seemed to wonder whether, in fact,

everyone actually can get representation at once.

In the beginning, the Brahmins believed that they alone were the group that could be

trusted to govern for the best interests of all. Then there was Jim Curley, who tried as hard as

possible to speak only for the interests of his Irish base and let everyone know it. Ruling by

traditional elitism and by majoritarian force both failed to deliver the best possible outcomes for

all constituents.

While the early 20th century reform movements were a blow to democracy, as was the

return to the at-large system after 1949 and the switch to an appointed School Committee in

1991, the city since then has only gone in the direction of greater decentralization and, with the

passage of Question 1 in 2021, seems to be continuing on that path. When voters see their local

government serve them better and trust them with more decision-making, they tend to reward the

politicians who enabled it.

For one example, the precedent set by Ray Flynn of being a "neighborhoods" mayor has

stuck. Marty Walsh's staff even kept a city map and updated all of his visits to the neighborhoods

to make sure he was visiting all of them regularly. “Boston is a working-class city, where people

expect to see the mayor at a Little League game or at a senior luncheon,” said Walsh.260 By

December 17th, 2021, out of respect for Flynn's tradition, Michelle Wu had already shown up in

person to the site of a house fire and spoken with firefighters.261

Boston's current set of elected officials may be closer than ever to resolving conflicts,

hearing concerns, and mediating disputes between insiders and outsiders, rich and poor, and the

261 Twitter @BostonFire, Dec 17, 2021, 9:36am, captioned: "Commissioner Dempsey briefs  Mayor
@MayorWu on the 8 alarm fire in Brighton."

260 David Bernstein, "Who’s Afraid of Marty Walsh?" Boston Magazine, January 8, 2017
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old and new guards without ignoring, or taking for granted, whole sections of the population.

The new administration deserves hope -- though the people will help.

4. If the Government Does Not Meet its Promises, People Will Set it on the Right Course.

It may take a while for the city government to meet its obligation to represent all people

if it shows signs of slacking. No movement happens fast, even if it seems like it. Grievances take

a while to find a coalition and build strength.

I think Dahl was right about political systems. Boston is not set up to be pluralist, but

people make it pluralist. If people don't have the resources they need to challenge power, even

under severe inequality, they still tend to find them. It's not the way people would like it to be.

But people do what they can with what they have. That's how democracy works. Boston has

been saved by democracy before, even if against its will. When they need to, Bostonians will

save it again.
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Appendix: Racial Composition of Boston City Council, 1952 - 2022

All City Council Members, 1952 - 1984

All City Council Members, 1984 - 2022

District 1 Councilor Lydia Edwards won a special election to the First Suffolk and Middlesex District in the State
Senate on December 15, 2021, so her seat will be vacant at the start of the 2022 term. A special election for a new
Councilor will take place on May 3rd, 2022.
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